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EUROPEAN QUALITY • MADE IN SWEDEN

purchase 
exclusively at: BMRSTORE.cOMNOW AVAILABLE  

IN THE USA!

 15% 
OFF
YOUR NEXT PURCHASE
USE CODE: IRON15

LET US LET US LET US 
GIVE YOUGIVE YOUGIVE YOU
A BOOSTA BOOSTA BOOST

Feel the power of DUZIXON, Sweden’s 
powerful endogenous testosterone boosting 

formula  clinically researched to build lean 
muscle, strength and definition.

APPROVED BY PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES

KEY INGREDIENTS

Zinc
D-Aspartic Acid

Tribulus Terrestris

MUSCLEBUILDER 
OF THE YEAR
IN SWEDEN



YOUR YOUR YOUR 
LAST SET LAST SET LAST SET 
IS OUR IS OUR IS OUR 
FIRST FIRST FIRST 

PRIORITYPRIORITYPRIORITY

ANIMUS is a powerful pre-workout formula 
that contains all necessary ingredients to help 

increase muscel size, strength and speed up 
recovery time when your body needs it the most.

APPROVED BY PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES

EUROPEAN QUALITY • MADE IN SWEDEN

KEY INGREDIENTS

Beta-Alanine
Creatine
BCAA’s
Caffiene

PURCHASE 
EXCLUSIVELY AT: BMRSTORE.COMNOW AVAILABLE 

IN THE USA!

 15% 
OFF
YOUR NEXT PURCHASE
USE CODE: IRON15









WE KNOW WHAT IT TAKES. WE KNOW WHAT IT TAKES. 
We share yOur passiON, 

DeterMiNatiON aND DeDicatiON

YOUR DIET’SYOUR DIET’SYOUR DIET’S
ON POINT. ON POINT. ON POINT. 
LET US DO LET US DO LET US DO 
THE REST.THE REST.THE REST.



EUROPEAN QUALITY • MADE IN SWEDEN

purchase 
exclusively at: BMRSTORE.cOMNOW AVAILABLE  

IN THE USA!

 15% 
OFF
YOUR NEXT PURCHASE
USE CODE: IRON15

Experience super ripped abs, intense energy and ultra-lean muscle definition  
with BMR’s powerful cutting edge super thermogenic formula TARTARUS.

APPROVED BY PROFESSIONAL ATHLETES

KEY INGREDIENTS

Raspberry Ketons
Green coffee Bean
caffeine



MuscleTech® is America’s #1 Selling Bodybuilding Supplement Brand based 
on cumulative wholesale dollar sales 2001 to present. Facebook logo is 
owned by Facebook Inc. Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016

MUSCLETECH.COM

NEW! BONUS
SIZE

MORE
FREE!25%



BONUS SIZE
MORE
FREE!20%

BONUS SIZE
MORE
FREE!33%

®

®

NEW!
PRO SERIES

yellow spark on blue flag. But in some cases of blue flag not popping against 
background, a white flag with blue logo and yellow spark can be used.
Please note: Print branding differs from TV branding in size of flag.

From the industry leaders with over 20 years of experience comes a new line of superior supplements. 
MuscleTech® Pro Series delivers research-dosed, lab-tested key ingredients in fully disclosed formulas. 
They’re guaranteed to energize your workouts, improve your performance, and build more lean muscle. 
Plus, they mix instantly and taste great! Get them today at your local Walmart.

 NEW! Premium Gold 100% Whey Protein:  Ultra-premium 
protein featuring whey peptides and isolates

 NEW! Vita Build™: High-potency sports multivitamin that 
provides 100% daily value of 15 vitamins and minerals

 NeuroCore®: Explosive pre-workout that enhances 
musclebuilding and increases muscle pumps and performance 

 CreaCore®:  Ultra-pure concentrated creatine that boosts 
strength, increases power and builds more muscle

 MyoBuild® 4X: World’s most powerful strength-
enhancing BCAA formula; boosts strength by over 40% 

 AlphaTest®: Stimulates testosterone, maintains 
performance-to-cortisol ratio and enhances performance

  Muscle Builder: Subjects gained 8.8 lbs. of lean muscle 
vs. placebo group who gained 4.6 lbs.  
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ON THE COVER
Celeste Braun
Photography by Binais Begovic

50 BEAUTY AND 
BRAUN
Former WWE Diva turned 
fitness entrepreneur, Celeste 
Braun is the total package of 
sexy and savvy. Even better, 
she’ll drop a Will Ferrell line at 
any moment. We’re in love. 
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62 ALPHA MALE SHOULDERS
Hard to grow and easy to damage, a nice set of 
shoulders sets you apart from the crowd. Dial in 
your delt game with this well-rounded workout. 

70 LOOKING FOR TROUBLE
Stubborn chest? Narrow lats? You’re not alone. 
It’s time to troubleshoot your physique. We looked 
at the six most commonly lagging bodyparts and 
wrote a prescription for size.

78 THE GRAMIES
The first annual Iron Man Protein Bar Awards are 
here. Find out which bars won a coveted GRAMie 
across six different categories. 

86 THE PERFECT SOLUTION 
Better than HIIT and smarter than circuit training, 
Peripheral Heart Action can make you leaner, 
stronger, and healthier without confounding your 
current program. 

62 70

78 86
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16 TRAIN TO GAIN
Hamstring are the new triceps. Our strength 
expert gives his favorite exercises to develop 
the back of your legs. Also, we pick the cool-
est, most versatile fitness hoodies

24 TWIG TO BIG 
Whether you like it or not, marijuana is gradu-
ally becoming more accepted by society and 
among fitness enthusiasts. But will it hamper 
your gains?  

28 FAT LOSS RESEARCH 
A collection of cutting-edge discoveries that 
support you in the fight against fat. 

30 MUSCLE RESEARCH 
Science you can use when it comes to devel-
oping a full and muscular physique.

32 EAT TO GROW 
Our nutrition PhD reviews 10 different types 
of caffeine and explains when to use which 
one for the best results, from mental sharp-
ness to physical power. 

40 NUTRITION RESEARCH 
The latest information on how to use food 
and supplements to lift harder, look better, 
and live longer.

46 GO PRO 
Professional bodybuilder Martae Ruelas ex-
plains the mindset you must have to love life 
as a dedicated and successful pro athlete. 

94 EXTREME TRAINING 
You’ve probably been bench pressing for 
years, but how much do you really know 
about the father of upper-body lifts? It’s time 
to learn.  

98 HYBRID TRAINING 
Are you ready for the longest two minutes of 
your life? The sadistic minds at Metroflex LBC 
have created a conditioning drill that is as 
effective as it is painful. 

100 NEWS & VIEWS 
Lonnie Teper catches up with the first-ever 
Fitness Olympia champion as well as some of 
the superstars of bodybuilding. Check out the 
winners of the Iron Man Naturally and other 
contests from the LA FitExpo.

104 LA FITEXPO RECAP 
With over 60,000 attendees, 700 vendors, 
and dozens of pro athletes, the Los Angeles 
incarnation of the FitExpo had the biggest 
turnout in its history.

110 ANTI-AGING 
A 26-year-old professional trainer and 
strength coach attends an anti-aging seminar 
and fills his cup with knowledge and wisdom 
from a group of elite experts.

112 THE FINAL WORD 
Our readers have the final say.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
Even though Markus Kaulius is the successful CEO of Magnum Nutraceuticals, his abs 
might be even more impressive than his résumé. He doesn’t just work in the fitness 
industry, he lives the fitness industry. Also, check out our monster back workout, a killer 
abdominal program, and the best supplements to bring up your man game. The May 
issue of Iron Man hits newsstands May 1.

APRIL 2016
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PUBLISHER’S LETTERIM THE FIRST WORD
The Energy  
of Invention
I’ve said it before, but my favorite part of 
publishing a national industry-leading 
magazine is the access it grants. I don’t 
mean access to parties or clubs, but 
access to the many talented and original 
people who are part of our fitness world. 
I am confident that the sheer volume 
of entrepreneurial spirit, passion, and 
ability to invent—and more importantly, 
reinvent—within our tight-knit commu-
nity dwarfs other industries.

One of the best examples of this is 
Celeste Braun and her husband, PJ. They 
both had highly successful first-gen-
eration careers in fitness—Celeste as 
a leading WWE Diva, and PJ as an elite 
amateur bodybuilder and then a highly 
sought-after coach. Many people would 
have coasted on those careers for years. 
Fast-forward to today, though, and they 
are not only CEOs of their own fashion 
and supplement companies, but they 
are major social media influencers in 
the fitness-sphere. And neither of them 
have lost their own personal fire for 
fitness. Celeste is stronger, healthier, and 
hotter than ever while being more com-
fortable in her own skin. PJ looks like he 
could step onto a bodybuilding stage at 
a moment’s notice, and he still coaches 
athletes (usually for free) just for the 
love of the game.

These are the people I get to surround 
myself with every month when we pro-
duce another amazing issue of Iron Man. 

And every person I meet has their own 
story of triumph, from the model who 
is a full-time single dad to the guy who 
started a multimillion-dollar supplement 
company out of his parents’ garage. 
Being around this energy, soaking it up 
and channeling it, is addictive! It fuels 
my own workouts and ambitions.

My goal for Iron Man is to do more 
than show you images of world-class 

athletes and deliver cutting-edge train-
ing information. I want to share this 
unique energy so it motivates you and 
helps propel your own invention or 
reinvention. And then one day I’ll have 
access to you and the cycle with start 
again with the next generation. See how 
that works?

Binias Begovic
Publisher

CONTACT US
Binais Begovic, PUBLISHER: binais@ironmanmagazine.com  
Dr. Catherine Begovic, PUBLISHER
Lonnie Teper, EDITOR AT LARGE: lonnie@ironmanmagazine.com
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not responsible for unsolicited material. 
Writers and photographers should send for 
our Guidelines outlining specifications for 
submissions. IRON MAN is an open forum. 
We also reserve the right to edit any letter 
or manuscript as we see fit, and photos 
submitted have an implied waiver 
of copyright. Please consult a physician be-
fore beginning any diet or exercise program. 
Use the information published in IRON MAN 
at your own risk.
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Eddie Avakoff 
Eddie Avakoff is the owner of Metroflex 
LBC and Kratos Training Grounds in 
Southern California. After retiring from 
professional triathlon, Avakoff began 
competing in powerlifting and strongman 
concurrently with endurance events such 
as obstacle course races. This experience 
has provided him with a unique outlook on 
training. His methods have been applied 
to elite athletes from the Army, Air Force, 
NFL, NHL, MLB, UFC, and NCAA.

Brian Richardson, MS
Brian Richardson, MS, CPL2, NASM-PES, 
is the co-owner of Dynamic Fitness in 
Temecula, California. He represented  
the United States in over seven world 
championships, Pan American Games, 
and World Games in roller sports. As a 
performance-enhancement specialist 
through the National Academy of Sports 
Medicine and a level 2 CHEK practitioner, 
along with his master’s degree, he is able 
to bring a clinical feel to the realm of 
personal training.

Chris Lockwood, PhD
Dr. Chris Lockwood has held a leadership 
position in almost every facet of the fitness 
and supplement industries—from market-
ing to media to clinical research (with 22 
published studies to his credit). An expert 
on the physiological effects of protein, 
Lockwood has helped develop some of the 
most highly regarded supplements on the 
market. He currently resides in Utah with 
his wife, two daughters, and dog, Wyatt, a 
pit bull rescue. 

Nick Nilsson
Published author and bodybuilding expert 
Nick Nilsson enters his lab every day with 
one obsession: to experiment with and 
deliver mind-blowing new exercises,  
programs, and training techniques that  
get results fast. An expert in kinesiology, 
physiology, and anatomy, Nilsson has 
helped thousands of people get the  
physique they want when nothing else 
seems to work. For more info, check out 
madscientistofmuscle.com.

Amanda Burrill 
After serving in the US Navy as a rescue 
swimmer, Burrill obtained a culinary degree 
at Le Cordon Bleu, a graduate degree in 
journalism from Columbia University, and 
a WSET Level 2 wine certification in Paris. 
She’s a host for the Travel and Cooking 
channels and is a freelance writer, fitness 
model, and triathlete. In 2014, she com-
peted in her first NPC Bikini competitions. 
Check out her adventures in travel, food, 
and fitness at apronsandsneakers.com.

Alexander Juan  
Antonio Cortes
Alexander Juan Antonio Cortes is a per-
sonal trainer, choreographer, and former 
ballet dancer who transitioned into the fit-
ness industry in 2009 as a personal train-
er. He is the director of trainer education 
at Relentless Performance in Vero Beach, 
Florida, and a physique coach under John 
Meadows at Mountain Dog Diet. A keen 
observer of modern physical culture, he 
enjoys writing about controversial topics in 
the fitness industry.



Dexter Jackson
IFBB Pro • Mr Olympia

7X Arnold Classic Champion      
Team Ultimate Nutrition

Just like a house, a bodybuilder needs a strong foundation. When you are a Mr. Olympia 
winner and 7X Arnold Champion like Dexter Jackson, you have to do everything perfectly.

When you build a house, concrete is your foundation. When you’re Dexter protein is your  
foundation. Here Dexter Jackson lays out his never-before-seen roadmap to the proteins he 
takes and when he takes them.

Prostar 100%  
Whey Protein
»   Protein Sources:  

Whey Protein Isolate 
Whey Protein Concentrate 
Whey Peptides

» 25g of protein per serving
» Mixes Instantly

DJ: Prostar Whey is my go-to 
protein. I take it right after  
I work out with weights  
(2 servings) and a shake  
with my breakfast.

Prostar 100% Casein
»  Protein Sources:  

Micellar Casein 
Hydrolyzed Casein

» Mixes Instantly

DJ: I take Prostar Casein right before 
I go to sleep each night. I also take it 
before long trips when I know I won’t 
be able to eat for a while.

Iso Sensation 93
»  Protein Sources:   

Whey Protein Isolate
»  Contains a scientifically- 

formulated delivery system  
with an enzyme blend to  
help increase absorption.

DJ: Iso Sensation is the gold  
standard in high-quality whey  
protein. I take this right when I  
get up in the morning and after  
my cardio.

Protein Isolate 2
»  Protein Sources:  

Pea Protein Isolate  
Wheat Protein Isolate  
  & Concentrate

»  Vegan Formula, added enzyme 
complex to help aid absorption 
and digestion

DJ: This is a great product for 
anyone who is vegan or vegetarian 
and need extra protein. The amino 
acid profile is very similar to that  
of whey protein.      

carneBOLIC
»  Protein Sources:  

Hydrolyzed Beef  
Protein Isolate

» 0g fat, 0g sugar, 0g carbs
»  Contains zero lactose and does 

not have any allergens  
(milk, soy, etc)

DJ: Nearly half the population is  
sensitive to lactose (milk sugar) 
or has digestive issues with dairy 
proteins. carneBOLIC solves  
that problem.

IsoCool
»  Protein Sources:  

Whey Protein Isolate
» 0g Fat 0g Carbs 0g Sugar

DJ: A few weeks out before a show 
I need to start cutting down. When 
every gram of sugar and fat matter, 
IsoCool is my go-to supplement.
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UNutrition
www.ultimatenutrition.comUltimate Nutrition products are available at fine retailers worldwide.



T2G TRAIN TO GAIN
I N C R E A S E  Y O U R  M U S C L E  ,  N O t  Y O U R  g U t

Hit It On The Flipside By Team Iron Man

Target your hamstring for strong, sexy, and injury-free legs

H
amstrings get little respect in the world 
of aesthetics. The regulation board-
shorts used by Physique competitors 
combined with the classic folly of 

neglecting muscles you can’t see in a mirror 
has created a global pandemic of small, weak, 
and injury-prone hamstrings. It’s a shame, 
because the hamstring are not only crucial 
to strength exercises such as deadlift and 
squat variations, but are also necessary for 
basic athletic movements like sprinting and 
jumping. Not to mention, the hamstrings are 
an underappreciated vanity muscle. On men 
or women, a nice glute-hamstring tie-in is a 
wonderful thing. 

A typical leg day docket of squats, leg 
presses, deadlifts, step-ups, and lunges will 
hit your hamstrings, but they’ll put more em-
phasis on your quadriceps, and that’s where 
problems arise. A study published in the 
International Journal of Sports Physical Therapy 
showed that hamstring strains account for 12 
to 16 percent of all injuries in athletes with a 
re-injury rate as high as 34 percent. The sci-
entists who conducted the experiment cited 
muscle imbalances, specifically between the 
quadriceps (too strong) and hamstrings (too 
weak) as one of the main factors responsible 
for injury. Another study, published just last 
year in the journal Medicine & Science in 
Sports & Exercise, found that hamstrings that 
are weak in eccentric movements increased 
the risk of future injury to that bodypart 
and that risk of injury, associated with age 
or previous damage, was decreased when 
hamstrings were made stronger.  

Dedicating part of your weekly training 
to hamstring-specific exercises will pay off 
in a stronger, more appealing set of wheels 
and a decreased chance you’ll have to ask 
somebody to tie your shoes for you. Here, 
we have three of the most effective exercises 
for targeting the backside of your legs. They 
will not only help to bridge the strength gap 
between your quads and hamstrings, but they 
are also a few of the best accessory moves for 
big lifts like the squat and the deadlift. After 
six weeks of implementing these into your 
training program, don’t be surprised if the 
barbell starts feeling lighter during your heavy 
back squat sets. 
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Glute-Ham Raise
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1Based on AC Nielsen FDMx unit sales for Hydroxycut® caplets. Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. 
Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016

Advanced, 
SCIENTIFICALLY TESTED 
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Subjects taking C. canephora robusta 
lost an average of 10.95 lbs. (vs. 5.4 lbs. 
for the placebo group) in 60 days 
following a low-calorie diet, and 3.7 lbs. 
(vs. 1.25 lbs. for the placebo group) in 
8 weeks following a calorie-reduced 
diet and moderate exercise. 

WEIGHT LOSS 
BACKED BY 2 STUDIES!

10.95LBS.

HYDROXYCUT
®
 CLA 

ELITE NEXT GEN

A hardcore formula that features the 
hottest ingredients in unique, never-
before-seen combinations to deliver 
the ultimate sensory experience.

HYDROXYCUT 

HARDCORE
®
 NEXT GEN

HYDROXYCUT 

HARDCORE
®
 NEXT GEN 

ACCELERATOR

THE NEXT EVOLUTION IN WEIGHT LOSS:

America’s #1 Selling Weight Loss Supplement Brand1 is unleashing 
new advanced formulas that will change the way you approach your 
weight loss journey. These latest hardcore weight loss innovations are 
completely interchangeable and stackable to help you achieve your 
goals. Trust HYDROXYCUT® for your high-performance formulas – the 
brand that has provided athletes with over 20 years of excellence.

In addition to delivering 2g of 95% CLA per 2 
servings – the purest form of CLA available – each 
raspberry-fl avored, non-stimulant softgel also 
provides L-carnitine L-tartrate, Garcinia Indica and 
raspberry ketone for a highly unique formula.

A dual-function pre-cardio/weight loss 
formula featuring a powerful dose of 
ingredients that delivers extreme energy, 
enhanced focus and powerful sensory, 



T2G TRAIN TO GAIN
Glute-Ham Raise
If you have never done these, 
start slowly and carefully. (If you 
go too hard too early it will feel 
like your hamstrings are going 
to come right off the bones.) 
Begin upright with feet hooked 
in the glute-ham developer (also 
called a gute-ham bench), then 
slowly lower your upper body 
until it’s parallel with the ground. 
Make sure as you lower your 
upper body that you straighten 
out your lower body and avoid 
keeping your knees bent, which 
will prevent you from getting the 
full stretch in your hamstrings. 
Then curl your hamstrings as you 
raise your upper body back to the 
starting position. Tuck your chin 
to avoid using too much of your 
lower back.

lyinG leG CuRls
These are preferable to seated leg 
curls because they fully stretch 
your hamstrings before they 
contract. Lie on your stomach 
and begin the movement by 
slowly curling the weight up, and 
then lowering the weight slowly 
back to the starting point. This is 
not a power exercise, so do not 
move the load with any signifi-
cant speed.

18  APRIL 2016  |  ironmanmagazine.com

Barbell Romanian Deadlift
This exercise should start and finish with you 
having a neutral spine. If your hamstrings are 
too tight for you to keep your back straight at 
the bottom, perform a conventional deadlift 
on the first rep. To lower the weight, push 
your hips back until you feel a full stretch in 
your hamstrings (the bar should come down 
to about shin level). As you stand back up, 
thrust your hips forward until you’re fully 
locked out, always keeping your knees slightly 
bent. The load for this exercise should be 
much lighter than what you use for a conven-
tional deadlift. Do not concern yourself with 
PRs or 1RMs for a Romanian deadlift. Just like 
lying leg curls, focus on slow, controlled reps 
and maximizing time under tension. IM

A
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THE MOST POWERFUL PERFORMANCE PUMP FORMULA, 
10 YEARS IN THE MAKING

STAGE 4 
Contractile reaction 
within smooth 
muscle cells of 
blood vessels are 
decreased, enhancing 
vasodilation and 
muscle pumps! 

Facebook logo is owned by Facebook Inc. Read the entire label and follow directions. © 2016

Fully dosed in naNOX9® Next Gen, Nitrosigine® 
is a novel, patented complex of bonded 
arginine silicate shown to boost arginine 
levels within one hour.

naNOX9® Next Gen features 100mg of rhodiola, a powerful 
adaptogen that has been studied for its benefi ts to 
mental and physical fi tness,  100mg of choline bitartrate 
and 100mg of eleuthero for a unique sensory eff ect, 
compared to the other guys. 

naNOX9® Next Gen is the only nitric 
pill to feature a powerful dose of 
beta-alanine, which has been 
connected to muscle performance 
and strength building. 

1,500MG 300MG 1,600MG

NITROSIGINE® NEUROAMP
TM

 (SENSORY MATRIX) BETA-ALANINE 

EXTREME
PUMPS

NEW ERAA

FOR THE MOST

STAGE 2 
Newly formed NO 
molecules rapidly diffuse 
from the endothelium 
into smooth muscle cells 
that make up the blood 
vessel, activating the 
key signaling enzyme 
guanylyl cyclase (GC)

STAGE 1 
Nitrosigine® gets absorbed 
into the bloodstream 
where it increases plasma 
blood arginine levels, 
rapidly increasing nitric 
oxide (NO) production

STAGE 3 
Enzyme GC 
converts guanosine 
triphosphate (GTP) 
to cyclic guanosine 
monophosphate 
(cGMP), which helps 
to signal smooth 
muscle relaxation

HOW naNOX9® NEXT GEN WORKS:

1 2 3 4

A decade ago, MuscleTech® changed the pump 
game with naNOX9®. Now comes the most 
powerful nitric oxide pill ever developed – 
naNOX9® Next Gen! A pre-workout nitric oxide 
amplifier, naNOX9® Next Gen includes an 
advanced nitric oxide booster that quickly 
disperses into your bloodstream when you need 
it most. After just one dose, you’ll experience 
the craziest pumps, fullness and vascularity!

•  Boosts serum arginine levels, 
activating a rapid increase in 
nitric oxide production

•  With more nitric oxide, your blood 
vessels will pulsate with a rush of 
nutrient-rich blood

•  Stimulant free – can be stacked 
with any other MuscleTech® 
pre-workout or musclebuilder
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Boyz (and Girlz) in the Hood  By Amanda Burrill, MA

Check out the best picks for this ultimate fitness staple

H
oodies are “off the clock” wear to some, but 
to us athleisure types, there is no shame in 
rocking a hoodie all day every day. Aside from 
looking good and evoking a feeling of cool, a 

hoodie is great for hiding a bad hair day, signaling 
to others that you want to be left alone, hiding your 
tears, or escaping a downpour. Hoodies are a ward-
robe staple, but they need to roll with the punches 
and look good doing it. Here are my picks for six of 
the most stylish, comfortable, and versatile hoodies 
on the market.
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Better Bodies Jersey Hoodie
Cost: $99
Where to buy: BetterBodies.se
This lightweight hoodie will get you to 
and from the gym in streamlined fash-
ion, but it’s also great for wearing during 
your workout. The body is unlined, so 
it’s nice and cool, but the hood interior 
is jersey cotton, which feels good on 
the face and noggin. What stands out 

about this model are the ribbed cuffs 
and waistband—a bit of a nod to the 
classic hoodie look. My skin was con-
cealed, but it was perfectly clear that my 
waistline was on point. This is definitely 
cut for the person who wants to show 
the world that they keep it tight through 
the middle. 

Live Fit Recon Tech Jacket
Cost: $110
Where to buy: LiveFitApparel.com
I dig this fashionable fitness brand. The feel is street-
wear meets bodybuilding, and the color variety won’t 
leave you disappointed. To change it up from the 
rest of the cotton-poly playing field, I tested out this 
brand’s weatherproof hoodie. The shell—there is 
no lining—is water and wind resistant with a sealed 
zipper. The zip pockets are great and the cut looks 
fresh, with a three-panel body and contoured hood. 
There is very little stretch, which is to be expected in a 
windproof hoodie, so it performs better during out-
door cardio than in the gym.

Celestial Bodiez 
Unisex Lightweight 
Hoodie
Cost: $40
Where to buy: 
CelestialBodiez.com
If your girlfriend likes to steal 
your hoodies, you might 
as well get one that looks 
good on both of you. This 
unisex hoodie is made from 
a lightweight and breath-
able tri-blend fabric that is 
perfect for training in the 
gym or going out for a lazy 
Sunday breakfast. It’s cut 
on the long side, so even 
tall guys can rock it, and the 
charcoal gray not only looks 
good, it hides every stain or 
drop of sweat that hits it.  

Check out the best picks for this ultimate fitness staple

Better Bodies Jersey Hoodie



5-IN-1 POWERFUL
POST-WORKOUT FORMULA
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CELL-TECH™ HYPER-BUILD™ 
contains 4g of leucine, the 
most powerful of all amino 
acids for amplifying protein 
synthesis and maintaining 
an anabolic state. 

The 1g dose of taurine 
found in 1 scoop 
of CELL-TECH™ 
HYPER-BUILD™ is 
clinically shown to 
improve performance. 

CELL-TECH™ 
HYPER-BUILD™ features 
480mg (per 2 scoops) 
of tart cherry juice 
concentrate. 

CELL-TECH™ HYPER-BUILD™ 
enhances your body’s 
ability to regenerate ATP. 
This formula will saturate 
your muscles with creatine, 
so you gain more muscle 
size and strength! 

5
CREATINE

g

LEUCINE

4g

TAURINE

1g

TART CHERRy

480Mg

ELECTROLYTES

ADDED

CELL-TECH™ HYPER-BUILD™ 
is enhanced with 
electrolytes to help you 
replace what you lost 
during your most 
intense workouts.
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NEXT-GENERATION POST-WORKOUT 
CREATINE + BCAA FORMULA
CELL-TECH™ HYPER-BUILD™ is a brand-new, 
advanced 5-in-1 post-workout creatine and 
BCAA formula from MuscleTech®. It combines a 
scientifi cally studied 5g dose of creatine and 6g 
of BCAAs in an optimized 4:1:1 ratio for maximum 
leucine delivery. Fuel your post-workout 
recovery with CELL-TECH™ HYPER-BUILD™ to 
rapidly increase muscle size and strength.

•  Delivers 5g of creatine from a precise combination 
of creatine HCl and creatine monohydrate

•  Exclusive creatine formula that delivers the 
advanced phytonutrient tart cherry

•  Features an advanced combination of ingredients 
to help your muscles recover between sets

•  Supplies a 4g dose of leucine that has been 
scientifi cally shown to increase max strength by 
over 40% in just 12 weeks! 

Available in 3 delicious fl avors:
EXTREME FRUIT PUNCH ICY ROCKET FREEZE BLUE RASPBERRY BLAST

1 2 3 4 5
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Better Bodies Women’s Athletic Hood
Cost: $99
Where to buy: BetterBodies.se
This is a triple threat: looks great on the go, works during the gym sesh, and 
is warm enough to withstand the outdoor elements, too. I’m a big fan of the 
zipper and lining in contrast color, and I love the elastic binding and thumb 
holes that give this piece a very athletic feel to match the fitted cut. The hood 
has a close-fitting three-piece construction lined with a matching mesh. Best 
of all, it doesn’t shrink at all.

J. Crew Brushed Fleece Zip Hoodie
Cost: $78 (Tall $83)
Where to buy: JCrew.com
Fair warning: I will borrow this hoodie from you and you 
won’t get it back. This no-brainer is a comfy cloud in soft 
vintage fleece, with an old-school drawstring hood, large 
slant pockets, and rib trim at the cuffs and hem. The cuffs 
aren’t super tight or structured. They’re… just right. Being 
able to wear it to the gym and throw it in the washer and 
dryer without a second thought seems like a gift. 
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Better Bodies Women’s Athletic Hood
Cost: $99

Celestial Bodiez Cropped Hoodie
Cost: $99
Where to buy: CelestialBodiez.com
Hoodies are warm, hoodies are easy, 
hoodies hide all your winter weight. Well, 
not this hoodie. Stay warm up top and still 
show off your abs! I imagine this to be a 
fitness photo-shoot staple for the ladies. 
Not everyone can pull it off, but if you can, 
it’s going to look smoking hot. Comes in 
charcoal or white. IM
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THE MOST ADVADVA ADVADV NCEDANCEDA

PROTEIN +
WEIGHT LOSS

FORMULA
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1. 30g Ultra-Clean Whey Peptides & Isolate
2. 500mg L-Carnitine L-Tartrate
3. 250mg Conjugated Linoleic Acid (CLA)
4. 100mg Green Tea Extract
5. 100mg Rose Hip Extract
6. 20mg Premium Kelp
7. Medium Chain Triglycerides
 200mg C. canephora robusta for weight lossPlus! 

PART OF THE
BEST-SELLING
NITRO-TECH®
PERFORMANCE SERIES EXTREME 

MUSCLEBUILDING
PERFORMANCE 

& RECOVERY LEAN MUSCLE NIGHTTIME

7-IN-111PREMIUM WHEY+
WEIGHT LOSS FORMULA

MuscleTech® NITRO-TECH® RIPPED is an advanced, dual-
function protein plus weight loss formula. It combines 30g 
of fast-absorbing, ultra-clean whey protein peptides and 
isolate with a scientifi cally researched weight loss 
ingredient. NITRO-TECH® RIPPED is also loaded with cutting-
edge ingredients in larger doses than the competition, such 
as L-carnitine L-tartrate, green tea extract, CLA, Garcinia 
cambogia, kelp and rose hip extract. And unlike the other 
guys, NITRO-TECH® RIPPED is fully disclosed, so you know 
exactly what you’re getting!

•  Subjects taking the key weight loss ingredient in NITRO-TECH® 
RIPPED (C. canephora robusta) lost an average of 10.95 lbs. 
in 60 days with a low-calorie diet, and 3.7 lbs. in 8 weeks 
following a calorie-reduced diet and moderate exercise

• Whey peptides to enhance muscle and strength

•  MuscleTech® researchers worked with the top fl avor experts 
in the world for mouthwatering, cheat meal-worthy taste!
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From a behavioral 
perspective, marijuana 
seems to aFFect  
diFFerent people in  
a myriad oF ways. 

Something About Mary Jane By Vince DelMonte 

S
pending a significant amount of time, 
energy, and money in the pursuit of 
muscle makes many of us acutely 
aware of the small details of our lives. 

Specifically, we give great consideration to 
how those nuances might influence our 
mass-building success. 

If you scroll through any bodybuilding 
forum, you quickly realize the popularity of 
recreational marijuana use among fitness 
enthusiasts. This is a topic that I get asked 
about all the time. Guys want to know wheth-
er marijuana will stunt muscle growth. I have 
never used marijuana a day in my life, and I 
don’t advocate any illegal activities. However, 
it is hard to ignore the rising popularity of the 
drug and the dwindling evidence that it poses 
a significant heath or societal risk.

CHRONIC HORMONAL EFFECTS
The biggest fitness knock on marijuana is 
the long-standing idea that it squelches 
testosterone levels. Researchers have found 
that administration of tetrahydrocannabinol 
(THC), the chemical responsible for most of 
marijuana’s psychological effects, at a dose 
of 210 milligrams per day for 14 days result-
ed in a nearly threefold decrease in growth 
hormone response. When we consider that 
people with a low to medium tolerance 
generally experience the effects of marijuana 
with a THC dose in the range of five to 25 
milligrams, and those with a very high toler-
ance typically require 80 milligrams or more 
of THC, it becomes clear that these findings 

Marijuana is getting more popular and less stigmatized every day.  
But will smoking weed send your muscular gains up in smoke? 

may not be applicable to the vast majority of 
users. Even Snoop Dogg would consider 210 
milligrams to be a massive dose.

Another study showed that after using 
marijuana at least four days per week for six 
months, men exhibited testosterone levels 
that were 44 percent lower than a control 
group of men who had never used marijuana. 

While that seems like the nail in the coffin for 
marijuana and muscle growth, those findings 
have been challenged by a larger study of 
chronic marijuana users that found no effect 
on testosterone levels. Several other studies 
have also found marijuana users to have 
normal testosterone levels.
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THE MOSt poWERFUL

MUSCLEBUILDING
PERFORMANCEANCEA

PROTEIN
MuscleTech® researchers have reengineered their 
most advanced, time-tested lean musclebuilder to help 
hard-training athletes meet their most demanding 
goals. NITRO-TECH® POWER is a muscle-amplifying, 
performance-powering protein that’s supercharged 
with several key ingredients shown in multiple clinical 
studies to help you pack on more muscle than ever! 
And because it’s from MuscleTech® – the brand with 
over 20 years of excellence and industry-leading 
innovation – you know it’s a formula you can trust. 

•  Every double-scoop serving is packed with 
a clinically researched 6g dose of creatine to 
provide even bigger mass gains

•  Free testosterone support and enhanced ATP 
regeneration – needed for the biochemical
reactions involved in a muscle contraction

•  Features tart cherry powder, shown to reduce 
muscle soreness

PART OF THE
BEST-SELLING
NITRO-TECH®
PERFORMANCE SERIES

1. 60g Whey Peptides & Isolate
2. 14.8g Potent Dose of BCAAs
3. 2.5g Proven Dose of Betaine
4. 6g Creatine Monohydrate
5. 200mg Test-Boosting Boron Citrate
6. 480mg Tart Cherry Powder
 Based on 2 scoops

EXTREME 
MUSCLEBUILDING

PERFORMANCE 
& RECOVERY LEAN MUSCLE NIGHTTIME

6-IN-111SUPERCHARGED
WHEY PEPTIDE+ FORMULA
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INSANE IN THE MEMBRANE
We have to consider other influences mar-
ijuana use might have besides hormonal 
ones, namely, behavior and cognition. After 
all, the things that we do (or don’t do) on a 
daily basis, and the way our brains process 
information, can certainly have a huge impact 
on our potential for success when it comes to 
building muscle.

From a behavioral perspective, marijuana 
seems to affect different people in a myriad 
of ways. While many people report a lack of 
motivation or energy (think: melting into the 
couch), others claim to be energized by the 
high. It should go without saying that if mar-
ijuana makes you lazy, then ingesting THC 
prior to a workout—or meal prep or any other 
important task—would be a bad idea. 

On the other hand, if you feel like marijua-
na has no impact on your motivation, or even 
gives you a bit of an edge, then you may feel 
free toke it up. According to a recent interview, 
elite triathlete Clifford Drusinsky claims that 
he eats a marijuana energy bar containing 20 
milligrams of THC prior to each workout and 
says that it allows him to “go into a controlled, 
meditational place” where he can train smart-
er and focus on form.

Again, different people respond differently 
to marijuana, so if you’re thinking, “I can’t 
imagine getting high before I train,” you’re not 
alone. In fact, research suggests that marijua-
na impairs cognitive performance, including 
slowing reaction times. Further, impaired 
cognition can even be present the morning 
after use.

Given that having a strong mind-muscle 
connection is generally accepted as critical 
for serious training, impaired cognitive perfor-
mance could be detrimental. In addition, the 
data suggest that smoking prior to a workout, 
even if the workout is later in the day or the 
next morning, has the potential to diminish 
the effectiveness. After all, if you’re not firing 
on all cylinders mentally, you may not be able 
to push yourself to the limit physically.

Any discussion of marijuana’s effects 
would be incomplete without mentioning 
the phenomenon known as “the munchies.” 
In essence, when you get high, many people 
become ravenously hungry and food just 
seems to taste better. And research confirms 
what virtually everyone familiar with marijua-
na already knows—marijuana does in fact 
stimulate appetite. 

Depending on your current goal, the 
munchies could be good or bad. If you’re in 
a cutting phase, being ravenously hungry is 
far from ideal. On the other hand, during a 
mass-gaining phase, I’m sure we’ve all looked 
down at a plate of food in disgust at one time, 
wishing we didn’t have to take another bite. In 
circumstances like this, the munchies might 
be just what the doctor ordered.

THE VERDICT
Looking at all the information available to us, 
it’s difficult to say whether marijuana use, in 
and of itself, will significantly hinder muscle 
growth. The majority of the research suggests 
hormone levels are unaffected by even heavy, 
chronic use. Still, we must consider the po-
tential behavioral and cognitive effects, which 
we know vary from person to person. As such, 
it’s each user’s responsibility to determine 
their specific response to the drug and make 
an informed decision.

We might reasonably assume that any 
psychoactive drug has definite potential 

to detract from performance. Under that 
assumption, we would conclude that total ab-
stinence from such drugs produces the best 
results for achieving any goal, whether fitness, 
business, or relational. Alcohol—despite all 
its reputed heart-healthy benefits— is still a 
form of poison and most people (especially 
in the fitness community) would be better off 
without it. That being said, we’re all human. 
Total abstinence, for many, is unrealistic and 
unnecessary.

If you’re currently using marijuana regularly 
and you think it might be hurting your prog-
ress, test that theory. Record your progress 
for a month while you’re using, then abstain 
for a month and compare your results. Just 
make sure to maintain a similar training and 
nutrition program and sleep pattern to ensure 
you’re making a valid comparison. And if you 
find it difficult to abstain, the jury is in and it’s 
likely that marijuana is indeed affecting your 
bodybuilding progress. 

Most importantly, use your own experi-
ences and the information you have avail-
able that’s relevant to you to draw your own 
conclusions. While it’s tempting to look at 
information in isolation—like the fact that 
Arnold Schwarzenegger, in the documentary 
Pumping Iron, famously said, “Marijuana is 
not a drug … it’s a leaf,” then blazed up—that 
doesn’t facilitate the self-experimentation 
process that ultimately leads to discovery and 
growth. IM
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BLUE RASPBERRY FRUIT PUNCH

CONCORD GRAPE ORANGE MANGO COOLERICY ROCKET FREEZE WHITE RASPBERRY

FRUIT PUNCH WATERMELON
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SUPERIOR

SUPERIOR TASTE
AMINOS

840% MORE STRENGTH

AMINO BUILD® NEXT GEN: AMINO BUILD® NEXT GEN ENERGIZED:Precisely formulated with a 4g dose of ultra-anabolic 
leucine, shown in the International Journal of Sports 
Physiology and Performance to help subjects 
increase their 5-rep max strength by over 40%.

The most advanced strength-enhancing BCAA+ 
formulas from MuscleTech® are here. Introducing 
AMINO BUILD® NEXT GEN and AMINO BUILD® 
NEXT GEN ENERGIZED. Both fully disclosed 
formulas deliver powerful strength-building 
and endurance based on four gold-standard 
clinical trials, plus mouthwatering flavors 
perfected by the world’s top fl avoring experts. 
Amplify your performance with AMINO BUILD® 
NEXT GEN from MuscleTech® – try both 
powerful formulas today!

AMINO BUILD® NEXT GEN & 
NEXT GEN ENERGIZED
•  Clinical doses of key ingredients shown 

to build muscle & strength

• Core ingredients backed by 4 clinical studies

•  Coconut water & watermelon juice complex, 
plus electrolytes

•  Energized formula delivers naturally sourced 
caff eine for instant energy, focus & intensity

• Amazing refreshing taste!Study subjects put on 3.75 lbs. of lean muscle in 6 
weeks in leading university research published in the 
Journal of the International Society of Sports Nutrition.

LEAN BODY MASS GAINED
IN 6 WEEKS
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3.75 LBS.3.75 LBS.
OF LEANOF LEAN
MUSCLE

NEW!

bold FLAVORS
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The Tight-Waist 
Vitamin
A dramatic waist-to-shoulder ratio might be one of the 
most coveted aspects of a fit physique—and one of the 
hardest to achieve. If you’re looking for that Adonis-style 
trait, add a healthy dose of vitamin D to your daily regi-
men. Researchers at Purdue University gave 12 overweight 
twentysomething subjects 4,000 IE of vitamin D and 
500 milligrams of calcium every day for 12 weeks, while a 
similar group received a placebo. All subjects performed a 
moderately intensive weight-training regimen three days a 
week. It turns out that the fatties who took vitamin D lost 
more body fat, specifically the kind that hangs around 
the waist. The waist/hip ratio for the vitamin D group saw 
significant improvements compared to those taking the 
placebo. Researchers believe that 12 weeks was actually 
far too short to see the full benefits, and they expect even 
greater improvement when supplementing with vitamin D 
for two years or more. 

The Holy Grail Of Fitness
A new study from McMaster University in Ontario, Canada, just 
proved that the Holy Grail of Fitness—losing fat while you build mus-
cle—is possible. The bad news is it’s really hard. Researchers took two 
groups of young fit men and put them on strict meal plans for four 
weeks (all calories were carefully controlled throughout the study) 
that totaled 40 percent fewer calories than they needed to maintain 
their bodyweight. One group received a high-protein diet (about one 
gram per pound of bodyweight), and the other group was given half 
that amount of protein. All subjects performed four days of intense 
weight training and two days of high-intensity interval sprint training 
each week. After four weeks, the results were pretty amazing. The 
low-protein group lost almost eight pounds of body fat. The high-pro-
tein group lost approximately 10 pounds of body fat and added two 
pounds of muscle. Most surprisingly, both groups lost very little mus-
cle. While these changes are impressive, especially considering the 
four-week window, the lead researchers admit that the subjects were 
pretty miserable, and by the end of the experiment all the subjects 
could talk about was their own hunger. 

Long Muscle Memory 
A new study published in The 
Journal of Experimental Biology 
makes a great case for early life 
involvement in lifting weights. 
We know that building muscle 
the second time around feels 
much easier than adding that 
mass the first time. Scientists 
have discovered a cellular 
memory in muscle that seems 
to remember hypertrophy and 
is able to regain mass faster 
after losing it. One aspect of 
hypertrophy is the recruitment 
of myonuclei form satellite 
cells. Muscle fibers that have 
attained a higher number of 
myonuclei grow faster. Research 

now shows that muscles hold 
onto those myonuclei even 
when subjected to atrophy from 
disuse. Scientists hypothesize 
that muscles retain this feature 
for over 15 years and possibly 
for life, although elderly athletes 
have a harder time attracting 
myonuclei than younger ones. 
Still, this is nothing short of a 
public service announcement 
for the introduction of weight 
training to teenagers. Training 
your muscles early in life, and 
thus developing a string per-
sonal muscle memory, can pay 
dividends for years to come. IM
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MUSCLETECH.COM
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PHASE8TM is a premium formula that delivers 8 hours of protein 
power. Featuring a 26g protein blend from milk-derived sources, 
PHASE8TM delivers amino acids to your muscles for up to 8 hours. To 
support muscle and strength gains, PHASE8TM is packed with 7 high-
quality proteins – including high biological value proteins and 
sustained-release proteins. That’s why this multi-phase formula is the 
perfect post-workout, between-meal and before-bed protein boost!

•  Helps to increase muscle size, improve recovery 
and maintain ideal musclebuilding state

•  Contains half the fat of the leading competitor 

•  No inferior protein sources (such as brown 
rice and soy protein) 

COMPLETE
SUSTASUSTASUST INED-AINED-A RELEASEASEA

8-HOUR
PROTEIN FORMULA

26G 5.6G 7PROTEIN BCAAs
DIFFERENT 
PROTEIN SOURCES

Packed with an impressive 26g of 
protein, PHASE8TM delivers more 
musclebuilding protein than any 
other sustained-release formula

Critical to igniting protein 
synthesis, the process of 
building muscle

8-HOUR
AMINO ACID

DELIVERY

Feed your muscles for up to 
8 full hours, unlike other 
formulas that only provide 
a short-term amino blip

The superior protein sources found in 
PHASE8TM are designed to digest at 
diff erent rates, which puts your body 
in a prime state to recover and repair

Print: branding

List of approved Walmart branding. Ideally, vendor would use white logo and 
yellow spark on blue flag. But in some cases of blue flag not popping against 
background, a white flag with blue logo and yellow spark can be used.
Please note: Print branding differs from TV branding in size of flag.
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MUSCLEIM
Grit And Bear It
If you’re going for a PR on a lift, or just moving 
that new refrigerator into your house, don’t 
forget to use concurrent activation potentiation. 
In other words, grit your teeth. Scientists at 
Marquette University studied the concept that 
muscle contractions become stronger in one 
muscle when you contract a separate unrelated 
muscle at the same time. Researchers took a 
group of trained men and measured the load 
and level of contraction during a standard leg 
extension. When the subjects gritted their teeth, 
they were able to lift 10 percent more weight. 
What’s more, when they also clenched their fists 
and contracted their stomach muscles, they 
became 15 percent stronger. (This is one of the 
reasons why powerlifters aggressively contract 
their core muscles before any big lift—and why 
you should, too.) While the strength boost 
doesn’t seem novel to gritting your teeth—feel 
free to clench other bodyparts—the jaw is one 
of the easiest muscles to activate when under 
a load. Just be careful of those chompers; 
the subjects in this experiment bit down on a 
mouthpiece. 

Run Anxiety Away

Strength Beats Pain

The gym life can be so addictive it’s hard to remem-
ber that nature provides a wealth of unique health 
benefits. Recently, researchers form Stanford Univer-
sity examined the positive physiological aspects of 
exercising in a natural setting. They took two groups 
of people and had half of them walk in a lush, green 
setting and the other half walk in an urban environ-
ment. The walkers who were closer to nature reported 
greater decreases in worry, anxiety, and negative 
thought than the ones who traversed the concrete 
jungle. In fact, brain scans of the subjects showed 
that the nature walkers experienced less neural activi-
ty in the area most associated with mental illness. Yes, 
the trees seemed to actually affect their brains. Next 
time you feel the stress of life getting to you, skip the 
treadmill and hit the trail. 

Most of us work out to look better and feel stronger, 
but a habit of hitting the iron can actually help stave 
off the repetitive motion–induced chronic pain that 
has become so common in our modern culture. 
Researchers at the National Research Centre for the 
Working Environment in Denmark found that four 
percent of workers who use a computer and eight 
percent of factory workers suffer from lower-arm pain. 
They placed 282 suffering workers on a basic weight-
lifting regimen that included lateral raises, front raises, 
shrugs, and reverse flyes. After 20 weeks, the strength 
training showed significant impact on recovery. IM
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ALSO AVAILABLE IN: UNFLAVORED
LEMON LIME
TWIST

BLUE 
RASPBERRY

MORE ACTIVE
INGREDIENTS

MORE
SERVINGS!

MORE
CREATINE
PER SERVING

100%
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150%
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CLINICALLY STUDIED

CREATINE HCL

AMPLIFY SIZE, STRENGTH AND RECOVERY
All-new Creactor™ from MuscleTech® is a powerful creatine 
formula that delivers a never-before-seen ratio of creatine 
molecules for massive gains in size and strength and 
improved recovery. Unlike the other guys, Creactor™ delivers 
a 1:1 ratio of 100% ultra-pure, lab-tested creatine HCl, plus free-
acid creatine – the purest form of creatine, free of acids and 
salts. Plus, there’s zero bloating, and you don’t need to load 
or cycle off . For advanced results, get Creactor™ today.

•  With just 2 super-concentrated scoops a day, 
Creactor™ will jack up your muscle strength, increase 
your performance and enhance your muscle size

• Fully disclosed label – no proprietary blends

• More creatine and more servings than the competition

Contains zero fi llers, carbs, 
sugar or fat.

HIGHEST
QUALITY

More than double the 
servings of the competition.

120
SERVINGS

Features a potent combination 
of 750mg of creatine HCl and 
750mg of free-acid creatine.

1:1
CREATINE

RATIO OFATIO OFA

Research published in the Journal of
Applied Physiology has shown that 3g of 
creatine per day can boost muscle creatine 
concentration by 20% in 28 days.

20% MORE
MUSCLE CREATINE

70%
BETTER

THAN REGULAR

WHEY

150%
MORE
SERVINGS1

FORMULA

SUPERIOR FORMULA. SUPERIOR VALUE.



E2G EAT TO GROW
Get Your Fix By Chris Lockwood, PhD, CSCS

How to use the 10 most common sources of caffeine

nutrition, supplements, must-haves and more

W
ithout a doubt, Caffeine Anhydrous 
is the most commonly used ingredi-
ent in dietary supplements, energy 
drinks, and sodas for delivering an 

effective dose of caffeine at the cheapest 
cost. Other synthetic forms of caffeine in-
clude caffeine citrate and di-caffeine malate; 
whereas the most common natural sources 
of caffeine are tea (leaf), guarana (seed), 
coffee (seed/bean), kola (seed/nut), maté 
(leaf), and cocoa (seed/bean). But with so 
many choices for getting your caffeine fix 
on, you may wonder which source is best to 
consume before a workout, before studying, 
for burning fat, and which, if any, you may 
want to avoid. 

Caffeine Anhydrous
Pros: Caffeine anhydrous may well be 
considered the “gold standard” by which all 
other caffeine ingredients are compared. 
Commonly referred to as “pure caffeine,” the 
vast majority of the caffeine-based claims for 
increased performance, mental focus, and 
fat-burning are the result of studies that have 
used synthetically derived caffeine anhydrous 
as the active ingredient. Specifically, caffeine 
anhydrous may be the best source of caffeine 
to consume before exercise to boost perfor-
mance, energy, and training volume. Caffeine 
anhydrous has been shown to stimulate fat 
burning when consumed under resting con-
ditions but not during exercise. However, the 
stimulant hormones adrenaline (epineph-
rine) and noradrenaline (norepinephrine) 
have been shown to increase significantly in 
response to caffeine anhydrous under both 
resting and exercise conditions.
Cons: Caffeine anhydrous is incredibly bitter 
tasting, so powdered drink mix or ready-to-
drink formulations using high doses typically 
require extra costs to mask and overcome the 
ingredient’s off-notes. Most notably, you’ll 
find high doses of citric, malic and/or tartaric 
acid to counteract the bitterness. Some data 
also suggests that caffeine anhydrous should 
be avoided if you have problems controlling 
blood sugar. For instance, natural sources 
of caffeine have been shown to consistently 
improve blood glucose, whereas some stud-
ies have shown an increase in fasting blood 
glucose in response to caffeine anhydrous–
containing formulations.

Tea
Pros: There’s a good amount of research 
that compares the effects of tea ingredients 
versus caffeine anhydrous, as well as the 
comparative effects amongst various kinds 
of tea. For example, caffeine concentration 
is highest in black tea (then oolong tea and 
then green tea); however, the polyphenol 
EGCG, as well as total catechins, are highest 
in green tea (followed by oolong, then black.) 
The higher active polyphenol concentration 
of green tea probably explains why it has 
also been shown to be more effective than 
black tea or oolong tea at raising metabolism 
and providing antioxidant effect. Therefore, 
reach for a product that contains green tea 
if you want to burn fat and promote health 

and recovery. Black and oolong teas may be 
more appropriate, however, for pre-workout or 
other stimulant-based needs.
Cons: Many of the tea ingredients that can 
be found in dietary supplements are derived 
from a water extraction process because the 
costs for such botanical processing are much 
less expensive than using an ethanol (alco-
hol) extraction process. However, evidence 
suggests that ethanol extractions are higher 
in key actives and provide stronger biological 
effects. Additionally, you may want to avoid 
nitric oxide (NO) products that contain a tea 
extract, or select one that uses oolong tea as 
opposed to green tea, because green tea and 
black tea (more so than oolong) have been 
shown to suppress NO. 
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E2G EAT TO GROW
Caffeine Citrate
Pros: Caffeine citrate has better solubility 
than caffeine anhydrous and works well 
when used in a powdered drink mix formula. 
Though few studies exist comparing caffeine 
citrate to caffeine anhydrous, at least one 
study of 160 postgraduate students suggests 
that caffeine citrate may improve mental 
performance and reduce errors in people 
prone to high impulsivity (e.g., ADHD). 
Another benefit of caffeine citrate is that its 
been shown to amplify the effects of anti-
microbials—something that formulators will 
find helpful when used in a powdered drink 
mix formula that requires a stable and safe 
shelf life.
Cons: Caffeine citrate is more expensive 
and less stable than caffeine anhydrous, and 
more of the ingredient is needed to obtain a 
comparable caffeine dose. At least one study 
exists that seems to indicate that caffeine 
citrate may be less effective than caffeine 
anhydrous at supporting muscular contrac-
tion force. Thus, caffeine citrate may be best 
used in mental acuity drink mixes or other 
health-related products, but stick to caffeine 
anhydrous to ramp up your workouts. Di-Caffeine Malate

Pros: This new combination of caffeine 
and malic acid (DL-malate) may make it an 
excellent pre-workout ingredient for improving 
performance. Whereas caffeine can directly 
amplify muscle power and force output and 
delay fatigue, malic acid has been postulated 
as contributing to lactate shuttling, which 
would also delay the onset of fatigue when 
exercising at high intensities.
Cons: There are currently no pharmacoki-
netic, physiological, or toxicological studies 
available on this ingredient’s effectiveness 
versus other forms of caffeine, dose efficacy 
response, or its safety. What is known is that 
the ingredient is quite unstable and that malic 
acid, although an excellent performance 
ingredient in its own right, is often responsible 
for the caking (clumping) that occurs in pow-
dered drink mixes within which it is included 
as an ingredient. Only time will tell. 

Guarana
Pros: Despite some questionable early 
research, it appears that guarana significantly 
improves cognitive function, energy, and 
mood, and that the observed effects aren’t 
dependent upon the caffeine concentration. 
In other words, when compared to caffeine 
anhydrous, guarana appears to provide 
complementary, but not identical effects. 
Unlike caffeine anhydrous, though, guarana 
yields a tangerine-like flavor and a pleasant, 
fruity aroma, and is typically quite soluble in 
water. Therefore, guarana may be best used in 
flavored energy, mental acuity, or mood-en-
hancing products that are provided in pow-
dered form or ready-to-drink beverages.
Cons: Like caffeine anhydrous and other 
caffeine-containing botanical ingredients, 
the effects of guarana seem to be best when 
consumed in the absence of carbohydrates 
and in a low-glycemic state. Therefore,  
you’ll probably get the best bang for your buck 
if you use a guarana-based product that’s 
carb-free and consume it on an  
empty stomach.

Coffee
Pros: For the most part, coffee has been 
shown to provide equivocal benefits on 
performance measures when compared to 
consuming caffeine anhydrous. However, 
results often vary depending upon a person’s 
typical daily caffeine intake. For example, 
performance time, power output, and fat 
and carbohydrate use for fuel was found 
to be similar when equivalent amounts of 
caffeine were consumed as either brewed 
instant coffee or as caffeine anhydrous in 
people that typically consumed less than 
300 milligrams of caffeine per day. However, 
in another study using higher daily caffeine 
consumers, caffeine anhydrous was shown 
to provide superior effects and was the only 
form of caffeine that significantly increased 
epinephrine (adrenalin). Therefore, con-
suming coffee or a coffee extract may be 
best if you’re fairly sensitive to caffeine and 
tend to keep your daily intake to less than 
300 milligrams per day. Also, because some 
extracts, such as green coffee bean extract 
are standardized to provide a higher con-
centration of chlorogenic acids, you should 
strongly consider a coffee-based formula (as 
opposed to using caffeine anhydrous) when 
controlling blood sugar and promoting other 
health benefits are desired.
Cons: Coffee extracts vary widely in  
standardization. The caffeine content may  
be as high as 98 percent or not concentrat-
ed at all, and standardized to yield not more 
than two percent total caffeine. As a good 
rule of thumb, if you see green coffee bean 
as the ingredient, you can be fairly confident 
that the coffee-derived caffeine content is 
quite low.
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E2G EAT TO GROW

Yoko
Pros: Yoko has long been used as a stim-
ulant in Central and South America, and it 
has recently gained the attention of some 
raw material suppliers. Therefore, as coun-
tries such as Ecuador, Peru, and Colombia 
continue to grow economically and capitalize 
on their natural resources, chances are you’ll 
begin seeing yoko appearing on Supplement 
Facts panels in the near future.
Cons: There are virtually no studies in which 
the plant’s effectiveness has been critically 
assessed, or its efficacy and safety compared 
against other caffeine-containing ingredients.

Kola
Pros: Kola nut extracts, such as guarana, 
typically have very good solubility and provide 
a pleasant, nutty taste and aroma to prod-
ucts. Thus, kola tends to do well in flavored 
beverages and powdered drink mixes. Also 
like guarana, the effects of kola appear to 
be somewhat equivocal to consuming caf-
feine anhydrous. Unfortunately, there are no 
comparative studies that have used human 
subjects. However, animal studies have 
shown that kola is equally as effective as 
caffeine anhydrous at decreasing bodyweight, 
increasing glucose uptake into skeletal mus-
cles, and inhibiting acetylcholine.
Cons: One potential downside of kola nut 
extract is that six weeks of the human equiv-
alent dose of 0.15 milligrams, 0.44 milligrams, 
or 0.74 milligrams per pound of bodyweight 
(or about 26 milligrams, 80 milligrams, 
or 133 milligrams for a 180-pound adult, 
respectively) per day significantly reduced 
sperm counts, testosterone, and luteinizing 
hormone in male rats.
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Yerbe Maté
Pros: Though the research on yerba maté 
(or maté) has almost exclusively used rodent 
models, the data seems to indicate that the 
ingredient provides beneficial effects on obe-
sity, inflammation, blood lipids, antioxidative 
properties and other related health measures. 
For example, the human equivalent dose of 
about 330 milligrams or 660 milligrams for 
a 180-pound adult per day for three weeks 
of a maté extract was shown to significantly 
reduce bodyweight gained, fat mass, and 

food intake in mice that were placed on a 
high-fat, inflammatory diet. Also in rodent 
models, maté extracts have been shown to be 
potent stimulants, improve motor activity and 
brain function, and provide neuroprotective 
benefits.
Cons: No studies exist in humans and no 
studies have directly compared the effects 
of maté to caffeine anhydrous. Therefore, it’s 
only speculative that any human benefit that 
may exist may be due to the high polyphenol 
concentration and other ingredients present 
within the plant.

Cocoa
Pros: Cocoa is one of the richest sources 
of antioxidant-rich bioflavonoids and is most 
often standardized for another caffeine-like 
purine alkaloid, called theobromine. Accord-
ing to a series of studies, you should be using 
a cocoa-containing product that provides 
caffeine and theobromine in doses equivalent 
to what occurs naturally in dark chocolate:  
approximately 20 milligrams of caffeine for 
every 250 milligrams of theobromine. Such a 
ratio of caffeine-to-theobromine appears to 
provide the robust effects on cognitive perfor-
mance, reaction time, information processing, 
and mood. Additionally, if you’re in need of a 
late-night pre-workout or psychostimulant, 
but you want to minimize the adverse effects 
on your sleep, reach for a product that in-
cludes cocoa. Consumption has been shown 
to benefit sleep duration, whereas caffeine 
itself is detrimental to sleep quality.
Cons: Cocoa, like any plant, vegetable, or 
fruit that grows from the soil, contains natu-
rally occurring concentrations of heavy met-
als. The cocoa plant seems to have a greater 
tendency toward higher levels of naturally 
occurring lead and cadmium. Thus, don’t be 
surprised if your cocoa-containing products 
include a State of California warning, known 
as the Prop 65 warning, for potentially haz-
ardous compounds. IM

Yerbe Maté

Cocoa
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E2G EAT TO GROW

W
hen I think of microgreens I think 
“fresh,” “young,” and “bright.” Well, 
spring has sprung, and this meal-re-
placement protein smoothie is all 

that and a bag of (kale) chips! 
This combination would not be so pretty 

if it weren’t for the pigment the blueberries 
bring. That visual “wow” is the presence of the 
anthocyanins, antioxidants directly associat-
ed with a lower risk of certain cancers, im-
proved memory function, and healthy aging. 
My shakes don’t always have to look beauti-
ful, but when it’s a meal replacement it helps 
make me feel more satisfied. As I always joke, 
“Pretty food tastes better!” 

Most of us gym rats know about “good 
fats.” Using avocado in a smoothie not only 
adds healthy fat but also serves as an amaz-
ing thickener. The creaminess it brings is simi-
lar to the frozen banana trick and way better 
than boring old ice.

As always, this multitasker includes some 
stellar superfoods and fabulous fiber. You’re 
getting some pretty awesome micronutrients 
and a satisfied belly, and all you have to put in 
is a few minutes of work!  After tossing those 
weights around, I think your finger can handle 
pressing the blender button.

IngredIents
8 oz. unsweetened cashew milk (or any milk)
1 scoop vanilla or chocolate protein powder
3/4 cup blueberries (fresh or frozen)
1/2 an avocado
handful arugula microgreens
1.5 ounces (1/4 cup) daikon radish
1 tbsp hemp hearts 
3 pieces of ice 

dIrectIons: Combine all ingredients in a 
blender, beginning with the liquid to avoid 
sticky protein-powder clumps. Blend until 
smooth. Add pretty garnishes if you’re like me.

total: 408 calories, 31 g carbs, 27 g protein, 
9 g fiber, 22 g fat

superfood 101

avocado: Calorically speaking, this fruit 
is 77 percent fat, making it one of the fattiest 
plant foods in the world. But not all fats are 
created equal; these guys are mostly mono-
unsaturated oleic acid, a “heart healthy” fatty 
acid linked to the reduction of inflammation. 
Avocadoes are also high in fiber, known to aid 
weight loss, and can help reduce blood-sugar 
spikes.

MIcrogreens: These little heart-shaped 
green leaves are delicate, herbaceous, and 
nutty, and bring a peppery zest to the palate. 
Of course these qualities are all but lost in a 
smoothie, but that’s okay because “baby aru-
gula” has so much more to offer! It’s loaded 
with vitamin A and folic acid, and recent stud-
ies indicate the “micro” versions of greens 
contain a higher concentration of nutrients 
than their mature counterparts. That’s pretty 
amazing considering they can be harvested 
just five to 15 days after planting.

daIkon radIsh: This radish conducts 
a unique combination of antibacterial and 
antiviral activity that aids in respiratory health. 
Excess mucus in the respiratory tract can 

capture bacteria. Daikon not only clears out 
that phlegmy mucus but also eliminates other 
pathogens. Yay for breathing! Daikon en-
zymes facilitate digestion of complex carbs, 
fats, and proteins, making what you eat more 
bioavailable to you. 

heMp hearts: No, you won’t get high! The 
“hearts” are the edible insides of hemp seeds 
and a source of B vitamins, as well as the 
minerals iron and calcium. The nutty flavor is 
subtle in a smoothie but noticeable atop a 
bowl of plain oatmeal. Hemp’s essential fatty 
acid composition helps deliver oxygen get to 
cells, and we know how important it is to feed 
cells, especially exhausted muscular ones. IM

Blueberry Cream Dream By Amanda Burrill, MS
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Smooth, satisfying, and oh so pretty, this high-protein shake 
will bully hunger pangs into submission.
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NUTRITIONIM
Caffeine Makes 
Cardio Better
Is there anything that coffee can’t make 
better? We haven’t found it, and even recent 
research from England has discovered that 
caffeine can make cardio enjoyable, or at 
least less unpleasant. British psychologists 
gave 12 athletes six milligrams of caffeine for 
every kilogram of bodyweight and then had 
them cycle for 90 minutes. (This is a very big 
dose, by the way—about twice what you get 
in a typical pre-workout formula.) Research-
ers monitored the athletes and found, as 
predicted, that caffeine reduced feelings of 
exhaustion. The scientists also noted that the 
subjects were less unhappy about the cardio 
workout with caffeine than they were without 
the caffeine. While these two factors might be 
the sides of the same coin — you tend to be 
less happy when you are suffering — it helps 
further explain the performance-enhancing 
powers of caffeine.

Get Lean With HMB

Beta-hydroxy beta-methylbutyrate, better known 
as HMB, is experiencing a comeback of sorts. 
While it was long proven to help recovery in newbie 
lifters, new research from The Journal of Strength 
and Conditioning Research shows some serious 
benefits for experienced gym rats as well. A group 
of 58 highly trained men were given HMB or a 
placebo for 12 weeks. At the end of the trial, the 
group who took HMB had higher testosterone 
levels and significant increases in aerobic capacity. 
The biggest news, however, is that the HMB group 
experienced more advantageous changes in body 
composition (meaning they lost more fat and 
gained more muscle) than the placebo group. The 
daily dose of HMB used in the study was one gram 
taken three times throughout the day.

Rhodiola For Racing

Do you have that friend who is always 
asking you to sign up for a 5K? If you ever 
decide to shut him up, pop a capsule of 
Rhodiola rosea before you start running. A 
study published in The Journal of Strength 
and Conditioning Research showed that 
a single dose of the root substantially 
improves intense cardio performance. 
The experiment used recreationally fit 
subjects and a dose of three milligrams 

per kilogram of bodyweight. Researchers 
hypothesized that Rhodiola rosea reduces 
fatigue because it spurs the body to make 
more pain-killing endorphins or makes 
endorphin receptors more sensitive. It is 
often used by herb experts and naturo-
paths to help combat stress, fatigue, and 
brain fog, so maybe it’s not a bad idea to 
keep a bottle on hand. 
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT:
BURN Ultra by Core Nutritionals

I
nnovation never rests. Core Nutritionals 
recently reimagined their popular BURN 
Ultra Thermogenic with an updated and 
improved formula. While many thermo-

genics are blunt instruments, crammed 
to the gills with caffeine and a dusting of 
other ingredients, the new BURN Ultra is a 
sophisticated and—dare we say—elegant 
product that targets fat stores and boosts 
energy through multiple avenues of action. 
BURN Ultra combines several different 
types of caffeine derivatives. Since some 
forms of caffeine burn more fat when the 
body is at rest while others are more effec-
tive during exercise, and even others provide 
more cognitive enhancement than physical 
stimulation and vice versa, the caffeine 
matrix in BURN Ultra creates a synergy that 
is greater than the sum of its parts. While 

it can be used as an effective pre-workout, 
BURN Ultra’s primary goal is to assist in 
mobilizing fat stores. Used strategically in 
two servings throughout the day, it can pro-
vide sustained mental and physical energy 
without the jittery nausea that comes with 
too much straight caffeine. Best of all, Core 
Nutritionals is one of the few companies 
that is leading the industry to a new age of 
transparency. Each bottle of BURN Ultra 
clearly states the exact amount of each 
ingredient used, all of which land within the 
recommended serving size necessary for 
maximum efficacy. BURN Ultra is available 
in Raspberry Lemonade and Mango flavors, 
and provides a generous 56 servings per 
container. 

For more info, check out CoreNutritionals.com.
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BURN Ultra by Core Nutritionals

nnovation never rests. Core Nutritionals it can be used as an effective pre-workout, 

WHILE IT CAN 
BE USED AS 
AN EFFECTIVE 
PRE-WORKOUT, 
BURN ULTRA’S 
PRIMARY GOAL 
IS TO ASSIST IN 
BURNING FAT.
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Maximizing Anabolic Potential By Jordan M. Joy, MS, CSCS, CISSN

Boost your testosterone by fighting the hormones that fight against it

I
remember the summer I first started to lift 
weights. That was the summer between 
my junior and senior year in high school. I 
finally had my own car, so I could go to the 

gym whenever I wanted, and that’s exactly 
what I did. I gained one to two pounds every 
week! But after that summer ended, I only 
gained five pounds over the next few years.

What was so good about that summer? 
Technically, I was on a steroid. It just hap-
pened to be produced naturally within my 
body and in levels it would never reach again 
without a little help. That steroid is testoster-
one, the hormone that gives men their “sex 
characteristics”: greater muscle mass and 
strength, and body hair.

Once produced, testosterone can increase 
muscle building. Unfortunately, much of the 
testosterone produced in your body is con-
verted into two different hormones, estrogen 
or DHT. Estrogen, of course, is primarily 
responsible for the female sex characteris-
tics, like breasts and never knowing at which 
restaurant they’d like to eat. On the other 
hand, DHT has some androgenic (produc-
ing male sex characteristics) potential, but 
minimal anabolic (muscle building) poten-
tial. Another downside of DHT is that it is 
responsible for side effects like male-pattern 
baldness and enlarged prostate.

Testosterone becomes estrogen through 
the process of aromatization, and it becomes 
DHT via what is known as 5-alpha reduction. 
The exact chemical changes are less import-
ant—just know that aromatase (the enzyme 
carrying out aromatization) and 5-alpha 
reductase (the enzyme carrying out 5-alpha 
reduction) turn testosterone into estrogen 
and DHT, respectively. 

Lower estrogen and DHT levels signal the 
male body to increase testosterone pro-
duction because it thinks that not enough 
is available to be turned into estrogen/DHT. 
Similarly, high estrogen/DHT inhibits tes-
tosterone production by saying that there is 
enough. The strategy is to increase natural 
testosterone levels by exploiting these mech-
anisms. Simply put, higher natural testoster-
one levels can be achieved by inhibiting the 
enzymes aromatase and 5-alpha reductase 
(because lower estrogen and DHT signal for 
increased testosterone production). Three 
herbal extracts have been substantiated in 
the scientific literature as being able to inhibit 
these enzymes: 7-methoxyflavone, saw pal-
metto berry lipid extract, and astaxanthin.

Known as a flavonoid, 7-methoxyflavone 
is a group of beneficial plant extracts. In vitro 
examinations of its potential to inhibit aro-
matase, as reported in the Journal of Steroid 
Biochemistry and Molecular Biology, showed 
some very insightful results. 7-methoxyflavone 

was able to cut aromatase activity in half 
with a much lower dose than other known 
aromatase inhibitors, thereby indicating its 
superior efficacy to reduce estrogen levels.

In a research study published in the Journal 
of the International Society of Sports Nutrition, 
men with normal testosterone levels supple-
mented with 800 milligrams of astaxanthin 
and saw palmetto berry lipid extract for two 
weeks. After only seven days, testosterone 
levels significantly increased and, by day 14, 
testosterone levels increased by over 150 per-
cent, putting the participants at the top of the 
normal range! To top it off, DHT levels among 
the study group were also significantly lower 
after 14 days, confirming the hypothesized 
mechanism of action.

The estrogen and DHT inhibitory pathways 
are the two major avenues that we can inter-
rupt to increase testosterone production. The 

breakthrough supplement Methyl Arimatest 
by MuscleMeds incorporates all three of 
these ingredients within two proprietary for-
mulas to be taken twice daily. Methyl Arimat-
est’s Dihydrotase Formula delivers a highly 
standardized, clinically tested combination of 
astaxanthin and saw palmetto berry lipid ex-
tract, which was shown in a scientific study to 
increase serum testosterone from an average 
6,241 pg/mL to 10,066 pg/mL in just 14 days. 
Formula 2 is called 7-Arimatase, which pro-
vides 25 milligrams of 7-methoxyflavone.

I might never reach the levels of anabolic 
testosterone I had that one magical summer, 
but the window of maximum anabolic poten-
tial can be sustained for decades with just a 
little supplemental help. IM

For more information about Methyl Arimatest, visit 
MuscleMedsRx.com.
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RESEARCH

Forget Your Food Budget

Better With A Virgin

The fit lifestyle isn’t a cheap one. While a 
diet that is heavy on quality protein and 
fresh fruits and vegetables can be expen-
sive, new research indicates that it’s worth 
it. According to an epidemiological study 
carried out by researchers at the Hospital 
del Mar Medical Research Institute in Spain, 
spending more money on food is linked 
to a better-quality diet, and specifically an 
increased consumption of fruit and veg-

etables. Consuming more fresh produce 
leads to a healthier weight and decreased 
risk of common scourges such as obesity, 
diabetes, and heart disease. Items such as 
organic vegetables, grass-fed steak, free-
range chicken, and pasture-raised eggs can 
seem like an extravagant expense in the 
moment, but all signs seem to indicate that 
you either pay the grocery store now or pay 
the doctor later. 

Extra virgin olive oil is thought to be the Dom Perignon of the cooking staple. It’s pure, it’s 
flavorful, and a new study suggests it can actually make your food more nutritious. A study 
published in Food Chemistry magazine examined the effect of cooking vegetables with extra 
virgin olive oil. When vegetables were prepared in olive oil their antioxidant capacity and 
the amount of phenolic compounds (which prevent diseases such as cancer, diabetes, 
and macular degeneration) increased significantly. Frying and sautéing vegetables boosted 
their calorie content, but also improved their nutritional profile more than boiling them in 
a combination of water and oil. Researchers didn’t roast the vegetables, which might be a 
happy medium between controlling calories and still getting the increased nutritional uptake 
from the olive oil. 
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NUTRITIONIM
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Alpha Males  
Live Longer
You’ve heard of beta-carotene, 
the orange-hued antioxidant 
vitamin that gives carrots their 
color, but have you hear of 
alpha-carotene? This cousin of 
beta-carotene was the subject of 
several years of research by the 
American Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention. After ex-
amining a mountain of evidence, 
scientists concluded that the 
higher the level of alpha-carotene 
in the blood, the lower the risk of 
dying. This is especially true for 
those who are overweight or over 
45 years old, but is significant for 
everyone. Notably, this inverse 
association with dying is inde-
pendent of lifestyle habits and 
health risk factor. So no matter 
how fit and healthy you are, you 
can still benefit from boosting 
your level of alpha-carotene. 

Be Multi-Organic
Another salvo was fired in 
the battle of “Are organic 
foods BS?” This significant 
shot is staunchly in favor 
of choosing organically 
produced milk and meat. 
Published in the British 
Journal of Nutrition, the re-
search cited three benefits 
for buying organic proteins: 
1) Improved animal wel-
fare; 2) Positive impacts 
of organic farming on the 
environment; and 3) Supe-
rior health benefits. Most 
naysayers agree with the 
first two reasons, while the 
perceived nutritional ben-

efits have been at the eye 
of the debate. To address 
this, the researchers exam-
ined 196 studies on milk 
and 67 studies on meat. 
They found that organic 
products provide higher 
levels of omega-3 fatty 
acids, vitamin E, iron, CLA, 
selenium, and iodine. While 
the scientists stop short of 
claiming that organic foods 
make you healthier or help 
you live longer, they do feel 
safe saying that organically 
produced fare provides sig-
nificantly greater amounts 
of valuable nutrients.

The Acne-Whey Connection
Some individuals, especially teenagers, can have a sensitivity to milk pro-
tein that manifests itself in dreaded facial acne. One small study found a 
connection between blemish breakouts and the milk constituents found in 
whey protein. All of the participants in the study reacted poorly to tradition-
al acne medications when they were concurrently consuming whey protein 
supplements. When the whey protein was discontinued, 80 percent of the 
subjects experienced immediate relief of lesions, while all subjects even-
tually improved once they quit drinking whey protein. If you think you may 
have a milk allergy that is being exhibited all over your face, try substituting 
an egg-based or meat-based protein powder instead. IM
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IM GO PRO

So You Want To Be A Pro? By Martae Ruelas

A true professional bodybuilder shares the mindset it takes to be an elite athlete

W
hat does it mean to be a profes-
sional? To some it means you 
are an expert in your field, and to 
others it is how well you present 

yourself, either through your behavior or 
work. But to me, being a professional is 
about the discipline and courage you put 
forth each day. 

As a fitness enthusiast, you have to 
have the courage to be consistent and 
to push your own capabilities even if you 
have reservations. It’s about the discipline 
to be prepared, be it with your meals, 
schedule, or even whom you decide to 
spend your time. As a professional, your 
time is valuable. You have to prioritize 
the people, places, and things that are 
most important to you, because if you’re 
not careful, they can rob you of the time 
that could better be used to pursue your 
immediate and long-term goals. Being 
a professional isn’t easy, but anything in 
life worth having shouldn’t be. Coming up 
from nothing, I take my profession as a 
bodybuilder very seriously. If you don’t take 
yours seriously, you’re wasting your time. 

So how does a guy like me get things 
done without any help? It’s easy: prepa-
ration. Without preparation, you’re setting 
yourself up for failure. Think of it as a 
challenge. You lay everything out—whether 
it’s your meals, training, appearances, or 
meeting fans—and you make it your duty 
to get it done. My lifestyle can be a bit 
complicated and overwhelming, but in 
truth it’s really simple. I set goals, and with 
persistence, I knock them off one by one. 
So can you! I think the legendary Ronnie 
Coleman said it best: “Ain’t nothing to it 
but to do it.” 
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every exercise, every 
set, and every rep 
you perform will 
bring you that  
much closer to  
your ultimate goal.
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GO PROIM

Over the years, my philosophy with training 
has been no different. You must be sure not 
to fall off the wagon, but if you do, you have 
to jump right back on. Remember, every exer-
cise, every set, and every rep you perform will 
bring you that much closer to your ultimate 
goal. You may not have a competition in mind 
or even want to compete, but that doesn’t 
give you an excuse to take things lightly. You 
must make a concerted effort to challenge 
yourself in the gym in order for your muscles 
to grow. For example, I use my off-season to 
make improvements to the areas of my body 
that need it. For me, biceps have always been 
a weak point, but hitting them twice a week 
and changing the volume and intensity of 
my training sessions have brought them up 
to match the rest of my physique. So if you 
have a lagging bodypart or an area that needs 
some work, make calculated changes in your 
training (and sometimes your diet) to force 
the muscle to grow. 

While it has not always been the case, the 
modern professional athlete is much more in 
the spotlight than ever before. Social media 
has made things immediate, permanent, 
and overly accessible, and it can actually 
be more of a downside than a benefit to an 
athlete if they are not careful. Therefore, it 
makes it that much more important for you 
to conduct yourself in a proper way. I like to 
use social media and guest appearances as a 
way to meet fans, to inspire, and to motivate. 
If not for the fans, I wouldn’t be able to be the 
athlete I am today.

My realization of becoming a professional 
athlete became prevalent when I signed my 
sponsorship contract with MHP. After all my 
hard work and dedication, I was finally able to 
say that I was sponsored by a reputable and 
innovative company. But that didn’t mean 
I can take my foot off the gas. It has and 
continues to push me that much harder to 
reach my goals and reach them faster. With 
the help of Probolic-SR (12-hour sustained 
release protein), T-Bomb 3xtreme (testos-
terone booster), FIT Trainer (pre-workout), 
BCAA 10X (intra-workout), and Dark Matter 
(post-workout), I have been able to take my 
training and recovery to the next level. 

Being a part of MHP, I am more readily 
available to meet my fans at appearances, 
store demos, and trade shows. It has opened 
opportunities that I may not have ever had. If 
you find yourself in a similar situation, don’t 
take it for granted. Just as quickly as you 
can become relevant, you can just as easily 
become irrelevant. The window of opportuni-
ty in the fitness industry is small, so don’t let 
it pass you by. 

A professional is all about your DNA, your 
genetic makeup, and your attitude. In order 
to talk the talk of being a professional athlete, 
you have to walk the walk. You have to be-
come comfortable with going in swinging and 
coming out on the other side knowing that 
you put 110 percent into everything you do to 
reach your goal. I cannot describe this energy 
entirely, but I can tell you it is immense. This 
ferocious fire to compete and be the best 
that I can be is what I use as my pre-workout 
and as my focus. It is a job, a career, and a 
passion. It is all up to you to be able to  
harness this energy and  learn what you can 
do with it. Stay disciplined. Be courageous.  
Be a professional.  IM
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if you have a lagging 
bodypart or an  
area that needs  
some work, make 
calculated changes 
in your training (and 
sometimes your diet) 
to force the muscle 
to grow.
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Dr. Cat Begovic: So Celeste, tell 
our readers a little about who you 
are and your background.
Celeste Braun: My name is 
Celeste Braun, and I’m a former 
WWE Divas champion. I am cur-
rently the CEO of Celestial Bodiez, 
the hottest brand in women’s fit-
ness apparel. Now that you know 
I’m “kind of a big deal” [laughs], let 
me tell you about my humble past. 
I’ve always kind of been a meat-
head, in the best way possible. I was 
a total tomboy. I played competitive 
soccer for my entire childhood and 
teen years. I also ran track. Fast 
white girl, that’s me. 

Dr. Cat: How did you get involved 
in fitness? 
Celeste: When I was about 14, I 
got a bench and set of weights to 
put in my room. How cool is my 
mom? She has always supported 
me in every way. I also joined the 
summer football training camp as a 
freshman. I was the only girl. I loved 
it because it taught me the basics 
of weight lifting. It was two intense 
hours, five days a week. I actually 
did it every summer of high school.

I also had a high school track 
coach that was a fitness competi-
tor, and I was absolutely infatuated 
with her. She had muscles before it 
was cool! Coach Yolanda Beasley 
was my idol and inspiration. Coach 
Beasley saw how much I wanted to 
be like her, so she took me under 
her wing. She was a badass with 
a kind heart. She trained me after 
school. She didn’t charge me or 
expect anything in return. I loved 
her so much for that.  A few years 
later, I ended up training myself and 
doing my own diet for my first-ever 
figure show at 19 years old. It was 
a disaster, to say the least! But hey, 
we all start somewhere.

Celeste BRAUn 
(formerly Celeste Bonin)  
Age: 29
lives: Boca Raton, FL
likes: Unicorns
Dislikes: Cocky “Insta-famous” 
attitudes
DRives: A sexy Corvette Z06—
manual, of course
WoUlD like to DRive: The 
Canyonero —Simpson’s 
reference
FAvoRite vACAtion spot: Our 
new house. We never want to 
leave! It’s our everyday getaway
listens to: ’90s hip-hop and 
classics, dubstep
lAtest Book ReAD: How 
To Make Your Cat An Internet 
Celebrity by Patricia Carlin
lAtest Movie seen: Get Hard—
no, not a porn, it’s a Will Ferrell 
movie
FAvoRite qUote: I don’t  
really have a favorite quote— 
in my mind, they’ve all been 
ruined by girls posting them 
philosophically on Instagram.

 tWitteR:  @CelesteBonin
 instAgRAM:  @CelesteBonin
 peRisCope: @CelesteBonin
 snApChAt: CelesteBraun
 yoUtUBe: Beauty & Braun—

catch our weekly show!

is everything that is right about the 
fitness industry. She is a success-
ful businesswoman, an inspired 
fashion designer, a committed 
wife, and a red-hot model. She and 
her husband, PJ, have created a 
lucrative fashion, supplement, and 
media empire but still stay remark-
ably grounded. This is the second 
time Celeste has shot with Iron Man 
Magazine, and she looks even more 
beautiful than ever. Bold, brainy, 
sexy, and soulful, Celeste is the 
epitome of the well-rounded  
modern fitness woman. 
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Celeste Braun



Dr. Cat: I know you were with the 
WWE for quite some time. What was 
that like?
Celeste: Being a part of the WWE is 
comparable to being a part of a traveling 
circus! You live out of a bag and travel 
around the country performing night 
after night. Typically, people only see 
our shows that come on TV. However, 
we spend the majority of our careers 
performing for live, non-televised au-
diences. When I was the WWE Divas 
champion, I would spend weeks at a 
time without going home. It would be 
constant shows, tours, signings, and ap-
pearances. There is little sleep and little 
sanity on the road, but I wouldn’t trade 
it for the anything! I traveled the world 

and made life-long friendships and had 
the most incredible fans. I felt that I had 
a very fulfilling career with WWE. I made 
history a few times while I was there and 
was even part of the first-ever women’s 
in-ring contract signing.

Dr. Cat: Why did you decide to leave?
Celeste: My last year with WWE was a 
pretty tough one. I was slowly gaining 
weight even though I was training as 
hard as ever and eating a strict diet. It 
was also around that time that I started 
to not feel like myself, physically and 
emotionally. I was struggling to look and 
perform the best I could. It’s a very cut-
throat industry, and everyone is waiting 
to steal your spot! I was going through 

some really tough stuff, and I was really 
unhappy with myself.

Then PJ came into my life! We had 
been friends for a long time, but we both 
knew that we wanted to be together. It 
was his mission to help me get healthy. 
He took me to see doctors to find out 
what was going on with me. I ended up 
having thyroid issues, metabolic dam-
age, and hormonal imbalances. Much 
of it stemmed from my lifestyle. Fixing 
these issues, even with medicine, takes 
time. Shortly after this, PJ proposed to 
me. I knew that I owed it to him to be the 
best version of myself and to show him 
that I wanted to build our lives together. 
It was then that I decided to retire from 
my career as a Diva. 
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so important for  
women to feel  
amazing in everything 
they wear.It ’s
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Dr. Cat: I love your #Bootyscrunch 
pants! Why did you decide to start 
your own clothing line, and how did it 
come about?
Celeste: When I was wrestling, I was 
always searching for ways to flatter 
my body on screen. I’m a bigger, more 
muscular girl, so it’s tough! I had one of 

the WWE seamstresses sew a ruching in 
the seam of one of my wrestling outfits. 
I ended up loving the way it looked and 
the way it accented my body. I knew 
that it was a fabulous concept. It’s so 
important for women to feel amazing in 
everything they wear. It’s no different for 
workout apparel.

I was very passionate about this  
vision, and it was pivotal in my  
transition from TV star to business 
owner. The first year was all about  
perfecting the #Bootyscrunch. My main 
focus this year is to incorporate more 
fashion into the line. 
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Dr. Cat: Running your own com-
pany must keep you extremely 
busy! How do you manage to 
stay in such great shape?
Celeste: I live and breath Celestial 
Bodiez! It’s a good thing I design 
and sell workout clothes. It’s an 
excuse to always wear leggings, so 
I’m also always dressed and ready 
to work out! But in all seriousness, 
I just make the time. During my 
morning cardio, I knock out social 
media posts and some e-mails. 
Then, after I leave the office in the 
evening, I give myself 60 to 90 
minutes to totally dedicate to my 
workout. I feel like I owe it to myself. 
Not to mention, it’s part of my job 
to look good in #Bootyscrunch! 
And of course, I’m back on my 
computer as soon as I get home.

Dr. Cat: What does your training 
and diet look like? 
Celeste: I train five to six days a 
week. I stick with a variation of a 
push-pull-legs training split with my 
own twist. I keep my rep range be-
tween 15 and 25. I go heavy enough 
to experience exhaustion in my last 
rep or two but never anything crazy.  
I have some issue with my hips and 
lower back from the beating my 
body took in the ring. I do morning 
cardio in my home with PJ, usually 
about 40 to 45 minutes on the 
StepMill. When I’m preparing for an 
important shoot or event, I’ll add 
15 minutes of HIIT to the end of my 
workout in the evening.

When it comes to diet, I’ve 
worked really hard over the last two 
years to build a healthy metabolism. 
It took time, but I’ve reached a point 
where I’m able to maintain the 
body that I want without starving 
or killing myself with cardio. [See 
sidebar.]

Dr. Cat: What are your fitness 
goals?
Celeste: My goals are to maintain 
the look I currently have while 
continuing to enjoy my life! It’s all 
about finding balance, and I hope 
to be able to do that in every stage 
of my life.

Dr. Cat: What’s your favorite 
body part on yourself?
Celeste: I love my shoulders and 
my quads! I have a naturally wide 
waist, so having big round shoul-
ders and quads helps create the 
illusion of a smaller waist.
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Dr. Cat: I know you and your husband, 
PJ, are shooting an Internet reality show. 
What made you decide to do that?  
Celeste: We started the reality show to give 
people an in-depth look at how insane our 
day-to-day lives are. PJ runs several very 
successful companies with his partner. He 
also does tons of marketing on all avenues 
of social media. Up until just recently, I was 
running almost every aspect of Celestial 
Bodiez. We live and breathe our careers 
and our brands. It’s so fulfilling. In spite of 
it, we still manage to do our morning cardio 
together and train our asses off at night. 
There’s not a day that goes by that some-
thing hilarious or ridiculous doesn’t happen. 
We thought, “People have got to see this.” 

Dr. Cat: What are some things about you 
that your fans might think are interesting 
but may not know? 
Celeste: I have always had big-time self-es-
teem issues. It stems from being a bigger 
girl. I’ve always had huge legs and very 
muscular arms and a thick waist. Being 
on TV was the hardest. In show business, 
they always want you to be skinnier, small-
er, tighter. The camera really does add 10 
pounds, and in my case, 20 pounds, at 
least in my own head. It wasn’t until this last 
year that I fully embraced myself. I’ve found 
balance, and I maintain a healthy and lean 
look, year round. That has helped tremen-
dously. However, I seem to have more peace 
of mind about what I’m “supposed” to look 
like. I’ve had so many women tell me that 
they look at me and feel better about the 
fact they have a more muscular build. Some 
women have even told me that they respect 
me for “rocking it.” What other choice do I 
have? This is what I was given and what I’ve 
worked for. IM 

Cycle Like Celeste
After years of tinkering (and one of the best diet 
coaches in the world as her husband), Braun sticks to 
a carb-cycle program year round. She does two low-
carb days, then one high-carb day, and then repeats 
the cycle. She will have a couple cheats throughout 
the week, but always on a high-carb day.
  
LOW-CARB DAY:
After AM Cardio: Protein shake and either oats or Kashi cereal
Mid-Morning: Chicken breast and a medium salad
Lunch: Fish or chicken breast and serving of vegetables
Post-Workout: Protein shake and one to two spoonfuls of peanut butter 
Dinner: Turkey, chicken, or fish and either vegetables or a salad with 
another fat source (nuts or oil on the salad)
Nighttime: Sometimes Braun will have a protein shake before bed 
with a Prime Nutrition product, such as Phytoform (a full day’s serving 
of fruit and vegetables) or Sleep/GH for a better night’s rest.

HIGH-CARB DAY: 
These days start with the same breakfast as the low-carb days but 
with slightly less protein since she’s taking in more calories from 
carbs. Every meal for the rest of the day has a small amount of lean 
protein and 30 to 40 grams of carbs from foods of her choice (such 
as sushi).
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Nothing announces your presence like a standout pair of shoulders. 
Build an impressive set of delts with this high-volume plan.

ShoulderS
Male
alpha

By RogeR lockRidge
photogRaphy By Binais Begovic
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is a popular phrase in the fitness indus-
try, today more than ever. Shoulders 
seem to be having a pop fitness re-
naissance. In the the ’80s, mainstream 
fitness culture was all about a big chest. 
The ’90s was the decade of the guns. 
The ’00s were obsessed with abs. (Abs 
never go out of style, but back then 
fitness bros thought you could be skin-
ny and weak as long as you had abs.) 
Shoulders are taking their turn in the 
spotlight, and for good reason: Nothing 
shows off the shape of a physique like a 
broad set of shoulders that taper into a 
narrow waist. It creates a primal sense of 
attraction from both sexes. When hu-
mans see an optimal shoulder-to-waist 
ratio, the brain (and other parts) spon-
taneously starts getting excited.

Obviously, the shoulders are im-
portant when it comes to presenting a 
complete, powerful, and symmetrical 
physique. Whether you’re training for 
the stage, beach, or performance in the 
sport you love, the shoulders play an 
important role in whether you will win or 
lose. Big arms look good and having a 
big bench is cool, but the time has come 
for you to make shoulders a priority in 
your training.

The optimum strategy to build pow-
erful delts is to focus on each of the 
three heads individually. This includes 
the anterior (front) head, the medial 
(side) head, and posterior (rear) head. 
The anterior heads play a role in pushing 
movements, so they can receive some 
stimulation on chest day. Similarly, the 
rear delts help with pulling, so they are 
often recruited in back training. The 
medial delts are recruited when it comes 
to the arms moving up and away from 
the sides of the body; they rely mostly 
on shoulder-specific exercises for stim-
ulation and growth. We also added a 
movement for the trapezius. Although 
the traps are considered a back muscle 
because they run along your spine, the 
tops of the muscle are around the neck 
and shoulder area, so it’s popular to train 
traps with delts instead of on back day.

Lastly, don’t forget to give your shoul-
ders some love. Perform an extensive 
warm-up, both broadly and specifically. 
Ease into your working sets slowly and 
don’t get too caught up in pushing heavy 
loads. Use intensity techniques, such 
as supersets, shortened rest periods, 
rest-pause, and time under tension to 
magnify the stimulation rather than in-
creasing the weight. Finally, leave some 
time in our workout for prehab and 
mobility exercises. If you want shoulders 
that people will love, you have to give 
them some love first. IM

“Boulder 
 shoulders”

The WorkouT
ExErcisE sEts rEps rEst
(Warm-Up and Mobility Drills) 
Standing Dumbbell Press 5 5 2 minutes
Front Raise 3 10 90 seconds
Seated Lateral Raise 3 10 90 seconds
One-Arm Cable Lateral Raise 3 12 90 seconds 
Upright Row Close-Grip 2 15 None 

Superset with
Upright Row Wide-Grip 2 15 90 seconds
Bent-Over Lateral Raise 3 15 90 seconds
Dumbbell Shrug 4 25 60 seconds 

parkEr 
EgErton
agE: 28
LivEs: Los Angeles, CA   
profEssion:  Online 
trainer
favoritE drink:   
I really don’t drink 
anything other  
than water 
go-to wEbsitEs:  
Instagram, Facebook, 
EdgedFit.com
dEsErt isLand 
ExErcisEs: Push-ups, 
hanging leg raises,  
air squats 
bingE tv show:  
Jimmy Kimmel Live!
ULtimatE vacation: 
Bora Bora
sponsors: 1 Up 
Nutrition, Self Made 
Training Facility  

 instagram:  
@Parker_Physique 
wEbsitE: EdgedFit.com
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Standing 
dumbbell 

PreSS

With a solid 
shoulder-width 

stance and slight bend 
in the knees, take the 
dumbbells from the rack 
or pick them up off the 
floor and clean them to 
shoulder level. This is 
your starting position. 
Generate force from 
your legs by lowering 
your butt slightly. Push 
through your hips to 
stand back up and use 
that force to press the 
dumbbells overhead. 
Press to lockout, return 
to the starting position, 
and repeat. If you can’t 
control the weight, lower 
the amount you’re using. 
You should want to get 
stronger, but doing the 
movement right needs 
to be the priority.

Front 
raiSe

Stand with a dumbbell in 
each hand and hold them 
so your palms are facing each 
other. Keeping your arm straight, 
lift one dumbbell in front of you 
until your arm is parallel with the 
floor and your palm faces down. 
Slowly lower it to the starting 
position, and repeat with the 
other arm.
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SEATED 
LATERAL 

RAISE

Sit on the end of a flat bench or on an upright bench 
and hold a dumbbell in each hand. While keeping 

a slight bend in your elbow, lift your arms and the weights 
straight out to your sides until your arms are parallel with the 
floor. At the top, turn your hands so your pinkies are a little 
higher than your thumbs. This will place a little extra emphasis 
on the shoulder area. Slowly lower the weight back down to 
your sides, and repeat.

ONE-ARM 
CABLE 

LATERAL 
RAISE

Stand with a low cable pulley 
on your right side. Attach 
a single grip handle to the cable 
and grab the attachment with your 
left hand. Using force from your 
shoulders while keeping your arm 
straight, lift the handle out to your 
left side until your arm is parallel 
with the floor. Slowly lower your 
handle back to the starting posi-
tion. This is one rep. Repeat for the 
desired number of reps, and then 
do the same for the opposite arm.

Go to our YouTube channel to 
see behind-the-scenes and 
exercise demonstrations:
youtube.com/ironmanmagazine.



UPRIGHT
ROW

SUPERSET

Grab a barbell with a grip inside shoulder width and let it 
hang with your arms in front of you. Keep the bar as close to 

your body as possible and lift the bar straight up until your elbows 
are even with your shoulders. The bar should be around your chest 
area at this point. Slowly return the weight to the starting position. 
This is one rep. Repeat for the recommended number of reps. 
Immediately switch to a grip a few inches wider and repeat for the 
same number of reps.
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Bent-
Over 

LateraL 
raise

Hold a pair of dumbbells in each 
hand. Keeping your back as straight 
as possible, bend at the waist until your 
upper body is parallel with the floor. Hold 
the dumbbells at arms’ length in front of 
you. While maintaining your bent position, 
lift the weights out to your sides while 
keeping your arms straight until they are 
parallel with the floor. You should feel a 
squeeze in the back of your shoulders. 
Return the weights to the starting position 
and repeat.

DumBBeLL 
shrug

Hold a dumbbell in 
each hand and stand 

with your back straight and 
chest out. Bring your shoul-
ders up like you’re shrugging 
your shoulders, and hold that 
position for a second. Lower 
slowly to the starting position 
until you feel a stretch in your 
traps. Repeat. Feel free to use 
a pair of lifting straps so you 
don’t lose grip of the dumb-
bells during your set.

CorreCt Don’t negleCt

shoulders need a level of 
care that goes beyond 
most other bodyparts. 

Go ahead and beat the crap out 
of your biceps or calves or abs. 
You’ll just be a little extra sore 
for a few days. But one false 
move with your shoulders and 
you’ll be riding an exercise bike 
for six months, contemplating 
new positions to sleep in. That’s 
why each shoulder workout 
needs a completely sepa-
rate mini-workout of internal 
strengthening and corrective 
exercise. Make sure you set 
aside 15 to 20 minutes before 
(and possibly during and after) 
your delt workout to properly 
prepare your fragile shoulder 
joints. Here is a sample shoul-
der warm-up that you can per-
form before any workout, but 
it’s especially important before 
training your chest and delts.

PLank scaPuLa 
Push-uPs
Get into a basic push-up po-
sition, with your legs extended 
straight behind you, feet hip-
width apart. Rest your weight 
on your forearms by bending 
your elbows at 90-degree 
angles. Your bodyweight should 
be distributed between your 
elbows and your toes. Maintain 
a tight core so that your body 
forms a straight line from your 
head to your heels. To begin, 
bring your shoulder blades 
together, allowing your body to 
sink into your shoulder sockets. 
Press into your forearms and 
spread your shoulder blades 
apart, elevating your body out 
of the shoulder sockets. It’s a 
short range of movement in 
which the shoulders are only 
moving up and down, not 

forward. Be sure to maintain 
distance between the shoulders 
and ears throughout the move-
ment. Perform two sets  
of 20 reps.

shOuLDer taPs
Get into a push-up position, 
with your hands under your 
shoulders and your core en-
gaged. Spread your feet just 
slightly wider than you would 
in a traditional push-up. Brace 
through your core and torso, 
stabilize your right shoulder, 
lift your left hand, and touch 
your opposite deltoid. Slowly 
replace the left hand and repeat 
on the other side. Keep a tight 
push-up position throughout 
the movement, with your head 
in neutral alignment with your 
spine. Perform two sets of  
20 reps.

PuLL aParts
Take a lightweight exercise band 
and hold it in front of you with 
both hands at the level of your 
nipples. Stretch the band by 
moving your hands out to your 
sides, squeezing your shoulder 
blades together. Pause for a 
beat, and then slowly return to 
the start. Complete two sets of 
40 reps with a one-minute rest 
between sets. The first 10 reps 
should be with your elbows 
extended and arms complete-
ly straight, using a pronated 
(overhand) grip. The next 10 
reps will be with a supinated 
grip. Reps 20 to 30 will be done 
with a pronated grip but with 
your elbows bent and tucked 
tightly into your sides. For the 
last 10 reps, use a supinated 
grip with your elbows bent.
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LOOK ING
F O R

IS A CERTAIN SPOT ON YOUR PHYSIQUE LAGGING?

WE’VE GOT THE SOLUTION.

B Y  N I C K  N I L S S O N
P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  B I N A I S  B E G O V I C

TROUBLE

There’s a lot more to achieving a balanced, aesthetic physique than 
just the basics. Don’t get me wrong, you need the basic lifts to 
build a solid foundation of mass and strength. However, focusing 

solely on fundamental movements can leave you with an unbalanced 
physique that may not look as “finished” as it could.

That’s where these half dozen exercises come in. They’re going to ad-
dress six of the most common deficits you might find in the mirror. This 
calls for unmerciful self-honestly about your muscle groups. If you’re 
training for the most aesthetically pleasing physique possible, you know 
you have weak points that need addressing. It’s what separates you 
from the average gym-goer. These six exercises will help you bring up 
those lagging bodyparts and polish your physique into something that 
turns heads and drops jaws.
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Problem: Shallow UPPer PecS 
SolUtion: Decline  
bench-clench PUSh-UPS
The upper chest is one of the toughest 
areas of the body to develop, and a weak 
upper chest makes the entire chest look 
small. Incline bench presses don’t always 
do the trick to build up this area.

This “fixer” exercise is a unique ver-
sion of the feet-elevated push-up done 
with your hands set on either side of the 
end of a bench. The downward angle of 
your body shifts the load to the upper 
aspect of the pecs, and your positioning 
over the end of the bench allows you to 
keep that decline body position all the 
way down until your chest touches the 
bench. 

This is important because when 
feet-elevated push-ups are done on the 
floor, your face gets in the way of your 
ability to maintain that decline body 
position. You have to flatten your body, 
shifting tension off the upper chest 
and back onto the mid-chest. With this 
exercise, because your hands are set on 
the sides of the bench, you’re going to 
push inward, rather than up, in order to 
move your body. 

This inward tension more closely 
follows the actual function of the pecs 
and applies massive, targeted resistance 
to the upper pec area, giving you a 
contraction directly in those upper-pec 
fibers similar to a cable crossover for the 
mid-chest.

Problem: wimPy lateral DeltS
SolUtion: towel-Plate  
lateral raiSeS
If you want your physique to have 
maximum visual impact, you need wider 
shoulders. Every bit of mass you put on 
the side delts has more overall impact 
than just about any other single area of 
the body.

Shoulder training is often done with 
a heavy emphasis on pressing. If you 
need to build overall mass in your delts, 
there’s nothing wrong with heavy press-
ing. However, if you rely too much on 
presses for shoulder development, your 
body will tend to build more mass in the 
front delts, which are more dominant 
during pressing movements.

Using too much weight makes the 
problem worse, as the triceps and traps 
are recruited to just “move the weight” 
rather than activate the deltoids. That’s 
why isolation exercises like lateral raises 
are critically important for a balanced 
physique. If traditional lateral raises and 
presses aren’t cutting it, you need to try 
towel-plate lateral raises.

This exercise will put emphasis on the 
lateral delts from two directions: vertical-
ly and laterally, doubling the effective-
ness of the exercise.

PreScriPtion: String a towel through 
the center hole of a weight plate. (Use a 
25-pound plate to start.) Grip the ends 
of the towel with the plate in the center 
of the towel. Now perform a lateral raise 
with the ends of the towel.

PreScriPtion: To perform this, you’ll need a 
flat bench and a power rack or Smith machine, 
or something else approximately five to six feet 
high that you can place your feet on. Set the 
bench a bit forward of the bar and perpendicular 
to it. You’ll likely need to adjust its position a bit 
when you first perform the exercise.

Hook your feet over the bar, then set your 
hands on the sides of the bench with just the 

“meat” of your thumbs on surface. This keeps 
your hands from sliding off and grip strength 
from being a limiting factor in the exercise.

This exercise should be done for three to 
four sets of as many reps as you can get. Don’t 
be surprised if you can only get a few reps the 
first time you try this. When done properly, it’s 
extremely challenging, even if you’re strong at 
regular push-ups.

As you raise the towel ends up, you get vertical 
tension from lifting the plate up and direct lateral 
tension as you straighten the towel to horizontal 
and try to pull it taut. This dual tension is placed 
directly on the lateral delts, which will respond 
with fresh, new growth.

Perform this exercise for two to three sets 
of 10 to 12 reps. This is not a “power” exercise, 
so the reps should not be performed quickly. 
It should be done with a focus on developing 
tension in the lateral delts.

a b
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Problem: Stomach bulge
Solution: abdominal Sit-uP  
Pallof PreSS
A big, bulging gut is a look that nobody wants. And this is not 
just a problem for heavyweight bodybuilders. A protruding 
abdomen is often a side effect of our modern society where 
we sit for many hours a day and the abdominal muscles are 
in a relaxed state for long periods of time.

To keep your stomach tight, you need an exercise that 
targets the deep muscles of the core: the obliques and the 
transverse abdominis (TVA) to form an internal “corset.” And 
this does not mean doing twisting crunches, which can lead 
to back issues.

This new exercise combines two exercises and two resis-
tance patterns into one movement to force the obliques and 
TVA to tighten up and support the core rather than relaxing 
and letting it flop out.

PreScriPtion: The main exercise is called an “abdominal 
sit-up” and is done with an AbMat or rolled-up towel placed 
under the lower back, which changes the pivot point of the 
exercise, switching it from hip flexion to spinal flexion.

The secondary exercise is a Pallof press, which is a simple 
press done with a single cable that is pulling laterally on your 
body, directly from one side. This exercise is normally done 
standing or kneeling, but you’re going to do it while you’re 
doing an abdominal sit-up.

As you perform the sit-up, simply “press” the handle away 
from your body. This puts instant anti-rotational torque onto 
those deep core muscles as they’re also stabilizing your 
upper body during the sit-up.

Perform two to three sets of six to eight reps of the ex-
ercise at the end of your workout. I recommend doing this 
exercise after you’ve done everything else that requires 
abdominal stability and strength.

Problem: thin bicePS
Solution: braced 
chin-uPS
Do your biceps look thin 
rather than full and thick? If 
you focus on isolation exer-
cises for biceps, this may be 
an issue for you.

This bicep-focused 
compound exercise, what 
I call “Nilsson curls,” puts 
tremendous loading on the 
biceps to help develop thick-
ness in the muscle, giving it 
that powerful look you want 
(think of the thick biceps 
you see on world-class 
gymnasts). By bracing the 
forearm during the chin-up, 
you prevent forward move-
ment of the elbow during 
the pull, locking the forearm 
into position. This switches 
the biceps from secondary 
movers to primary movers, 
turning the chin-up into an 
elbow flexion exercise rather 
than a shoulder adduction 
exercise. This is an incredibly 
powerful change in focus 
that will put massive loading 
on your biceps.

PreScriPtion: To set 
this up, you’ll need a power 
rack and two bars. Place the 
J-hooks as high on the rack 
as you can, then set one of 
the bars on them. This will 
be your gripping bar.

Now set the safety rails 
or another pair of J-hooks 
about 18 inches lower and 
place the second bar on 
them, braced against the 
frame of the rack. Picture the 
two bars like the rungs of a 
ladder.

Grip the top bar and 
brace your forearms against 
the lower bar (you can use 
a bar pad if you need some 
cushioning), then perform 
a chin-up. The moment you 
start to pull yourself up, the 
bar stops your forearm from 
moving and your biceps take 
the brunt of the load of your 
entire bodyweight.

This exercise can be done 
for three to four sets of as 
many reps as you can get on 
each set. It’s extremely chal-
lenging, and you’ll need to 
be strong enough to perform 
at least eight to 10 normal 
chin-ups before being able 
to do this exercise properly.

a

b
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Problem: No TeardroP 
muscle
soluTioN: iNcliNe back-
ward Treadmill walkiNg
Top-heavy quads are a common 
problem with bodybuilders. Normal 
squatting often doesn’t put enough 
tension on the vastus medialis 
(what you might know as the tear-
drop muscle) down by the knee. 

This fixer exercise targets an 
increase in blood flow and overall 
workload for the vastus medialis 
(VM). The angle of the treadmill 
shifts the workload to the VM while 
the high repetition forces massive 
blood flow to the target muscle. 
This improves the circulation to the 
muscle, which helps with supplying 
nutrients and oxygen for growth.

When performing this technique, 
practice getting on and off the 
treadmill while it’s flat, rather than 
on an incline, to get a feel for how 
to do it safely. The best way to do 
this is to support yourself fully on 
the arms of the treadmill, then set 
your feet on it and match the speed. 
Once you have the pace of the belt, 
take your bodyweight off your arms 
and begin the exercise.

The speed should be fairly slow 
the first time you do it, two to three 
mph at most. Once you get more 
comfortable with it, start increasing 
the incline before you boost the 
speed. The greater the incline, the 
more effectively this technique will 
target the VM.

PrescriPTioN: This exercise is 
most useful as a finisher for a leg 
workout. I recommend a single set 
of five minutes of straight walking. 
This will give you a killer quad pump, 
with a focus on the vastus medialis. 
You can also perform this technique 
using intervals (30 seconds on, 30 
seconds off), working at a faster 
pace or higher incline. If you don’t 
have access to a treadmill, or if you 
just prefer to train outside, this tech-
nique can be used on hill training as 
well, using the length of the hill as 
the interval.  
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PROBLEM: NARROW LATS
SOLUTION: CORNER RACK 
PULL-UPS
The pull-up is a key exercise for lat 
development, specifically wide-grip 
pull-ups for targeting lat width. Nothing 
conveys power in a physique like a 
wide, thick back. If you have problem 
building width in your lats and normal 
wide-grip pull-ups and pulldowns aren’t 
getting the job done, you need this 
exercise. It targets the extreme outer 
fibers of your lats with incredible stretch 
and tension.

The corner rack pull-up takes the 
muscle-building effectiveness of the 
wide-grip pull-up and adds in a unique 
application of tension in the form of 
direction. You’re actually pushing out-
ward at the same time as you’re pulling 
upward.

This push/pull combination places 
massive tension on the lats, while the 
pushing effect minimizes bicep/brachi-
alis involvement in the exercise, putting 
the majority of the load on the muscles 
of your back.  

This is a humbling exercise. Even if 
you’re strong on pull-ups, you’ll likely 
get only a few reps on it the first time 
you do it. This means you will also need 
to have a minimum level of strength to 
be able to perform the exercise properly 
(eight to 10 reps of a regular pull-up.)

PRESCRIPTION: Go to the corner of a 
power rack and set your hands on the 
two top beams, with your palms for-
ward and using a false grip (wrap your 
thumbs over the top instead of around 
the bar). Your hands should be about a 
foot from the corner. 

Once you have your hands set, 
perform a pull-up from there. As you 
pull up, push outward and away from 
you into the beams of the rack rather 
than trying to pull yourself up as you 
would in a normal pull-up. At the 
bottom of the exercise, let yourself sink 
down into the stretch (without relaxing 
the shoulder joint). Pause briefly to let 
all the elastic tension dissipate from 
your lats, then start the next rep from a 
dead hang.

If you’re used to using a lot of re-
bound in your chins and pull-ups, this 
will be an eye-opening experience for 
you and will help tremendously with 
developing width in your lats. Perform 
this exercise first in your back workout. 
It needs to be done when you’re at your 
freshest and strongest. I recommend 
three to five sets of four to six reps. IM

Go to our YouTube channel to 
see behind-the-scenes and 

exercise demonstrations:
youtube.com/ironmanmagazine.
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rotein bars have been through more evolutions than iPhones. In the early days, you had to take 40 grams of carbs to the chin just to get a few dozen calories of gritty protein. In the 1990s, the carb content was still astronomical, but at least the protein caught up, even if the taste was still like wet chocolate-colored chalk. In the last 10 years, manufacturers dialed in the macronutrients and the flavor profiles improved dramatically. Bars were tasty, loaded with protein, and had a reasonable amount of carbs and fat. They were also loaded with sugar alcohols and a bunch of creepy chemicals. An h our after you ate one, you paid for it, and so did anyone around you.The bar industry has shifted once more, entering what we think of as The Golden Age of the protein bar. The market is filled with bars that are delicious, smartly formulated, and created with care and precision. Ingredients are carefully curated and meticulously sourced. You’ve heard of the craft beer movement? Welcome to craft bar movement.With so many high-quality offerings, we decided to sort through the Mylar-wrapping madness and find the best bars on the market. We read labels, perused lab reports, and stuffed our mouths. In Iron Man’s first annual Protein Bar Awards, we present the highly coveted GRAMie to winners in six different categories. And the envelope, please …
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IRON MAN PICKS THE WINNERS OF THE 
FIRST ANNUAL PROTEIN BAR AWARDS

BY TEAM IRON MAN
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THE PROTEIN COOKIE CO.
Sometimes you want something sweet 
and proteiny, but something that isn’t a 
bar. Enter the protein cookie. Moist and 
chewy, it resembles a traditional protein 
bar only in its macronutrient content. Its 
soft-baked mouthfeel will go a long way 
in making you forget the strict rigors of 
your diet, even while it keeps you on the 
right caloric track. Pair it with a cup of 
coffee and you have an excellent any-
time snack that supplies an energizing 
20 grams of a proprietary whey protein 
blend with only six grams of sugar. 
Weighing in at a generous 70 grams, the 

Protein Cookie Co. offering is larger and 
more substantial than most protein bars, 
which contributes to its powers of hun-
ger-smashing satiety. 
MACROS: 245 calories, 21 g carbs, 
20 g protein, 9 g fat, 4 g fiber*
FLAVORS: Classic Chocolate Chip, 
Oatmeal Raisin, Dark Cocoa Chocolate 
Chip, Classic Peanut Butter Chip
PRICE: $42 for 12
MORE INFO: 
theproteincookiecompany.com
*Varies slightly between flavors
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= HIGH FIBER

= LOW-IMPACT CARB 

= DAIRY-FREE

= LOW CALORIE

= GMO-FREE

= HIGH PROTEIN

BEST
PALEO
BAR

BEST
SUBSTITUTE
FOR A BAR

PALEO PROTEIN BAR BY JULIAN BAKERY
The word “Paleo” has been attached to just about every food-
stuff on the market, from waffles to wine, but it actually makes 
the most sense when it comes to a protein bar. After all, the 
Paleo diet is mostly about what you don’t eat, so a genuine 
Paleo bar is trimmed of everything but the white meat. The Ju-
lian Bakery Paleo Bar is grain-free, dairy-free, GMO-free, and 
contains no sugar alcohols, while being loaded with protein 
(grass-fed beef protein) and fiber. Its fat content comes main-
ly from organic coconut oil, a good source of medium-chain 
triglycerides, which provide energy and are less likely to be 
stored as body fat. Each bar also contains probiotics (the 

good bacteria that populate your intestines and aid 
digestion) as well as prebiotic fiber, which feeds those 
beneficial little bugs.  
MACROS: 200 calories, 28 g carbs, 20 g protein, 6 g fat, 
21 g fiber*
FLAVORS: Almond Fudge, Vanilla Pudding, Caramel, 
Chocolate Mint, Chocolate Brownie, Glazed Donut, 
Cinnamon Roll, Cookies n Creme, Coconut Shred
PRICE: $36 for 12
MORE INFO: julianbakery.com
*Varies slightly between flavors

BEST
PALEO
BAR

PALEO PROTEIN BAR BY JULIAN BAKERY
The word “Paleo” has been attached to just about every food-
stuff on the market, from waffles to wine, but it actually makes 

good bacteria that populate your intestines and aid 
digestion) as well as prebiotic fiber, which feeds those 
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HP

BEST 
INNOVATION 
IN A BAR

BEST POST-
WORKOUT 

BAR

CARNIVOR BY MUSCLEMEDS
If you are a grown-ass man who is trying to put on muscle, 
then the Carnivor protein bar is your jam. This is not your girl-
friend’s diet-friendly bar, but rather an anabolic powerhouse 
that gives your growing muscles what they need to reach their 
full potential. Each bar contains 30 grams of a special protein 
matrix that combines fast-absorbing whey proteins with highly 
bioavailable beef protein, which delivers a longer, more-sus-
tained release of its amino acids. Carnivor has enough carbs 
to help shuttle aminos into muscle cells and replenish glyco-
gen stories, but its restrained one-to-one carbs-to-protein 
ratio will keep you from adding unwanted pounds to your 

WICKED BY ALLIN NUTRITION
Wicked is the thinking man’s bar, for the guy who is concerned 
about the numbers attached to his scale, his bench press, and his 
blood pressure. It’s obvious that every ingredient in the Wicked 
bar has been painstakingly considered before it was included. The 
ingredient list reads like a non-GMO manifesto (organic cashew 
butter, organic 100 percent cacao, organic dates, pumpkin seeds), 
but the 15 grams of grass-fed whey protein adds some muscle to 
the mix. Each bar is also fortified with a slew of superfoods (most 
of them organic) such as flax seeds, goji berries, chia seeds, spi-
rulina, chlorella, and ginger. Both bars are lightly sweetened with 
stevia (a nice break from the cloyingly saccharine bars of yester-
year), while the dark chocolate cayenne bar brings the heat with a 
palpable dose of fat-burning cayenne pepper. 
MACROS: 190 calories, 21 g carbs, 15 g protein, 
8 g fat, 14 g fiber*
FLAVORS: Maple, Dark Chocolate Cayenne
PRICE: $36 for 12
MORE INFO: myallinnutrition.com
*Varies slightly between flavors

gut. To further enhance recovery, each bar boasts hydrolyzed 
wheat protein peptides, which are rich in glutamine. Best of 
all, the Chocolate Peanut Butter variety has the single best 
and most realistic peanut butter taste and texture of any bar 
we’ve tried. 
MACROS: 380 calories, 32 g carbs, 30 g protein, 
16 g fat, 1 g fiber
FLAVORS: Cookies and Creme, Chocolate Peanut Butter 
PRICE: $42 for 12
MORE INFO: musclemedsrx.com

GF HF LIC LC HPGMO
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Best Cheat 
that Is Not 

a Cheat

Fit & Lean Protein Brownie By MHP
Treat yourself, don’t cheat yourself. Each Fit & Lean Protein 
Brownie tastes like a genuine dessert, with a soft, fresh-baked 
quality. The fact that MHP is able to pull this off with a glu-
ten-free product that is only 190 calories is something of a 
nutritional miracle. Each brownie (or blondie, which is refresh-
ingly original territory in Protein Land) contains a combina-
tion of whey protein isolate, whey protein concentrate, and 
soy protein isolate for both fast-release and medium-re-
lease rates of amino acids, enhancing its muscle-building 

effect and its ability to squash cravings for hours afterward. 
It’s a good thing these are packaged individually. If you were 
faced with a whole plate of unwrapped Fit & Lean Protein 
Brownies, you’d be in serious macro trouble. 
Macros: 190 calories, 21 g carbs, 15 g protein, 
8 g fat, 5 g fiber
FLavors: Blondie Chocolate Chip, Chocolate Fudge
Price: $30 for 12 bars
More inFo: mhpstrong.com

GF LC hP

Best
Bar oN
a DIet

B-UP Protein Bar
Over the years, the biggest criticism of protein bars has been 
the inclusion of so many hard-to-pronounce ingredients that 
sound like they are straight from an AP chemistry class. Who 
knows the effect they have on your physique, much less your 
colon? The new gluten-free B-Up protein bar is a lean, mean, 
protein-delivering machine that contains only 12 ingredients. 
Its 20 grams of protein are derived from whey and milk protein 
isolate, a very pure form of protein that has been stripped 
of almost all of its carbs, fats, and lactose. Studies have also 
shown that whey protein isolate blunts hunger hormones 
and promotes satiety, making it one of the smartest protein 
choices when you’re cutting calories. Each bar is loaded with 

prebiotic fiber and delivers just four grams of impact carbs. If 
you’re on a diet, this bar is your new best friend.
Macros: 190 calories, 25 g carbs, 20 g protein,  
7 g fat, 20 g fiber
FLavors: Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough, Sugar Cookie, 
Chocolate Mint, Cinnamon Roll, Peanut Butter,  
Vanilla Peanut Butter, PB&J
Price: $27 for 12 bars (free shipping)
More inFo: yupbrands.com 

GF hF LIC LC hP
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The
Perfect
Solution
This modernized peripheral heart action circuit 
builds muscle, burns fat, improves health markers, 
and fits seamlessly into any program.

By Mike Carlson
Photography by Binais Begovic

For years, fans and critics have lamented that the 
bodies of current heavyweight bodybuilders don’t 
look like the iconic chiseled physiques of the golden 
era that started the muscle craze. Where are the 
Michelangelo-inspired forms that resemble Steve 
Reeves, Vince Gironda, and Frank Zane? What has 
been lost in modern training that makes a lean yet 
muscular and proportional body so rare?
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One technique that was heavily 
used in the 1960s is a type of circuit 
training called peripheral heart action, 
known as PHA. Unlike bodybuilding, 
which is concerned with flooding 
small compartments with as much 
blood as possible, the goal of PHA is 
to constantly circulate blood between 
your upper and lower body. PHA has 
been shown to increase strength, 
boost metabolism, and even improve 
health markers. Before the onslaught 
of performance-enhancing drugs 
defined modern bodybuilding, PHA 
helped build beautiful, contest-win-
ning physiques. In fact, one of the 
most vocal proponents of PHA has 
been 1966 Mr. America champion 
Bob Gajda, a man who once beat 
legends Sergio Oliva and Arnold 
Schwarzenegger in the amateur ranks. 

PHA alternates upper-body and 
lower-body exercises to pump blood 
to extreme ends of the body. While 
this may seem antithetical to anyone 
who chases the pump, it also reduc-
es lactic acid buildup and mitigates 
muscle damage and soreness. That’s 
why you can seamlessly drop PHA 
into your program without derailing 
your current bodypart split or fear of 
pushing yourself into overtraining. 
Don’t assume that this is a cupcake 
workout, though. The unique format 
of PHA encourages you to train with 
added intensity. 

“Alternating exercises between 
upper and lower body allows ATP 
replenishment and lactic acid reduc-
tion in the upper body while you hit 
lower body. Then when you hit the 
upper body again, you have some 
gas in your tank because you have 
buffered out the lactic acid,” says 
strength coach and kinesiologist 
Brian Richardson, MS, CPL2, NASM-
PES, co-owner of Dynamic Fitness in 
Temecula, California. 

Brandan  
Fokken
age: 36
Lives: Sioux Falls,  SD    
ProFession:  Wellness 
Coordinator at POET, 
Owner at Fokken  
Strong Training
Favorite drink:  
Diet root beer
go-to WeBsite: 
Bodybuilding.com
desert isLand 
exercises:  Push-ups, 
pull-ups, squats
Binge tv shoW:  
The Walking Dead
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It would have to be a 
multi-country trip—Italy, 
Egypt, China, Australia
Favorite charity 
or caUse: Any animal 
charity, Seeds Of 
Change Foundation
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Bodybuilding.com, 
American Ethanol, 
Beast Sports 
Nutrition, ICON 
Meals, MyOatmeal.
com, SmartShake, 
MuscleEgg, Fitmark 
Bags, P28 Foods, 
Tainted Industries

 tWitter:   
@brandanfokken

 FaceBook:   
BrandanFokkenFitness

 instagram:   
@brandanfokken
WeBsite:  
BrandanFokken.com

You Gotta Have Heart
The following is a sample of a modernized peripheral heart action 
workout. It combines two mini circuits that shunt blood between 
your upper body, core, and lower body. Instead of a traditional  
lift for the lower body, we have incorporated high-intensity sprint  
intervals to increase the calorie burn, tax a different energy 
system, and reduce muscle damage that might impact your 
bodypart training. 

Perform the following exercises in the exact order listed. For the 
three traditional lifts, use a weight that is approximately 70 to 80 
percent of your 10-rep maximum for that exercise and perform 
the reps with an equally slow and controlled tempo during the 
eccentric and concentric portions. If it is not challenging enough, 
add more weight for subsequent sets. Repeat this circuit five to 
six times, moving between exercises with only enough rest to set 
up the next movement. Take 60 seconds of rest between each full 
circuit. The whole workout should take less than 30 minutes.

ExErcisE rEps

Weighted Pull-Up 6-12

Ball Slam 20

Treadmill Sprint 45-60 seconds

Seated Dumbbell 

Overhead Press 20 

Hanging Leg Raise 15-20 

StepMill Sprint 45-60 seconds
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The circuit format presents a signif-
icant cardiovascular challenge as well 
as the benefits that come with elevat-
ed heart-rate training. General physical 
preparedness is improved, along with 
a number of aerobic and anaerobic 
adaptations. In fact, a study published 
last year in the European Journal of 
Applied Physiology compared a PHA 
program to a typical high-intensity 
interval training regimen. Compared 
to the HIIT group, subjects who did a 
PHA workout experienced decreased 
cardiovascular risk  factors  (such 
as lower blood pressure), increased 
muscular strength, and greater oxy-
gen consumption, which leads to an 
elevated post-workout metabolism. 
In other words, PHA seemed to bring 
the same assets to the table as the 
ever-popular HIIT protocol, but also 
some hypertrophy and cardiovascular 
benefits as well. 

“This type of workout improves 
systemic circulation. Oxygenated 
blood in the lungs comes out through 
the left ventricle and though the ar-
teries,” Richardson says. “When you 
are creating an environment where 
you have to ventilate more, you start 
getting improvements in mitochondria 
and the system gets better at pumping 
blood to extremities and oxygenating. 
You are increasing cardiac output and 
you are increasing stroke volume, so at 
the end of the day it is phenomenal for 
the heart.” 

PHA is the perfect solution when 
you want to train but certain bodyparts 
are too sore, you are feeling over-
trained, or you have planned an active 
rest day. It’s somehow gentle but in-
tense at the same time, and provides 
many of the adaptations you chase 
in the weight room, but without the 
wear and tear on your muscles or your 
central nervous system. IM

Treadmill Sprint
Stand over the belt and start 
the treadmill. Once it gets up to 
speed (between 7.0 and 9.0) hold 
yourself over the belt by support-
ing your weight with the handrails. 
Find the right speed and rhythm 
with your feet before dropping 
your full weight onto the belt. 
Sprinting for 45 to 60 seconds 
and then use the handrails to 
elevate your feet and come to 
standing with a foot on either 
side of the moving belt. If your 
gym is not too crowded, leave 
the treadmill on at this speed so 
you can come back for your next 
sprint and not have to wait for it 
to fire up. 

Ball Slam
Stand up straight with your 
feet placed approximately 
shoulder-width apart. Hold a 
soft medicine ball or rubber 
slam ball (neither of which will 
bounce high enough to hit you 
in the face) with both hands 
directly in front of your torso. 
From this starting position, 
raise the ball above your head, 
fully extending your legs and 
torso. Bring the ball down 
using force from your core and 
hips, slam the ball into the 
ground directly in front of you 
as hard as you can. Maintain a 
slight curve in your back after 
slamming the ball. Drop into a 
parallel squat to scoop up the 
ball with both hands. As you 
come back up, generate force 
from the ground up through 
the body by driving your feet 
into the floor. Extend your 
body, bring the ball back over-
head, and repeat for reps. 

Weighted Pull-Up
Attach a weight to a dip belt 
and secure it around your 
waist. You can also use a 
weight vest or hold the post 
of a dumbbell between your 
feet or pinched between your 
thighs. Grab the pull-up bar 
with the palms of your hands 
facing forward. Both arms 
should be extended in front 
of you as you start from a 
dead hang. Activate your lats 
and pull yourself up until your 
head reaches the bar. Hold for 
a beat and then slowly lower 
back to the starting position 
with your arms extended.

A B
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Hanging Leg Raise
Grasp a pull-up bar with an overhand grip, your hands slightly 
wider than shoulder width. Draw your belly button in, and poste-
riorly rotate your pelvis so there is less arch in your lower back. 
Bring your legs up until your thighs are parallel to the floor. This 
is your starting position. Go into a slight pelvic rotation and 
raise your legs as high as you can before returning them back to 
stop at parallel. If it is too difficult to perform with straight legs, 
perform a hanging knee raise instead. For either variation, make 
sure your thighs go as high above parallel as possible in order to 
isolate the low fibers of the abdominal wall.

StepMill Sprint
If you’ve never used a StepMill before, you’ll most likely have to 
keep your eyes on the steps for the first several times you use 
it. As you step, lightly hold onto rails. Allow the foot to make full 
contact with each step, keeping your knees over the second toe. 
Drive each footfall with your glutes and the hips. You can lean 
forward slightly, but maintain core control and good posture. 

Seated Dumbbell Overhead Press
Sit in a straight-backed chair 
with a dumbbell in each hand, 
resting on your quads. Bring 
the dumbbells up one at a 
time by using your thighs 
to bring the dumbbells up 
to shoulder height at each 
side. With your palms facing 
forward, raise your upper arms 
until they are parallel with the 
floor. This is your starting po-
sition. With your eyes on the 
horizon, actively engage your 
core and slowly exhale as you 
begin lifting the dumbbells 
overhead until your elbows 
are almost locked out. Pause 
for a beat and then slowly 
lower the weight back to the 
starting position.

A B
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Pressing Matters By Cornell Hunt, CSCS

Whether you bench for mass or strength, these variations can breathe new life into 
your stale chest day 

M
ondays and Fridays tend to be 
National Bench Press Day in the gym. 
People typically start their weeks off 
by hitting the chest, while Fridays 

are meant to fill the shirt out for the night’s 
festivities. Unfortunately, benching often 
becomes an overtrained movement, leading 
to stagnation and injury. 

There’s a saying that floats around in the 
strength and conditioning world: “If you 
want to save your shoulders, bench like a 
powerlifter and not like a bodybuilder.” Pow-
erlifters have learned how to mitigate injury 
even though they use very heavy loads. They 
bench with their elbows a bit more tucked 
in as opposed to flared far out to the sides, 
as seen more in bodybuilders. Flaring your 
elbows puts more stress on your shoulders 
and rotator cuffs. Any clients I train will bench 
press like a powerlifter, especially since I often 
deal with athletes who need their shoulders 
to function efficiently. Powerlifters also try to 
create an arch in their back while benching, 
which helps to shorten the bar path as well 
as create more tension in the shoulder blades 
and lats. This ideal tension will help create a 
stable platform for you to bench press more 
effectively.

There are a few methods to use in order to 
increase your bench press and to make sure 
your technique stays on point. Technique is 
crucial. Subpar technique is fine for lighter 
weights, but you will get exposed when it’s 
time to put a heavy bar in your hands.

Reverse Band Bench Rows
In order to perform these, you will need a 
squat rack that has band attachments on the 
top of the rack. Attach two bands around the 
top and pull them down over the bar on each 
side. Lie down on your back as you would for 
a regular bench press. 

As you pull the bar down, try to meet the 
bar in the middle by creating a big arch, but 
also keeping your butt down on the bench. 
This exercise is also great for training your lats 
and teaching you the role these muscles play 
in bench pressing. The stronger your lats are, 
the more stability you create on the bench.

Elbows-Tucked Push-Ups
Most of the time before I even set up some-
one on a bench, we perform proper push-ups 
so they understand how to keep their elbows 
tucked in at about a 45-degree angle from 
their sides. I usually enforce “elbows tucked” 
to novices, but in my eyes there is only one 
correct way to perform a basic push-up and 
that’s with your elbows angled in (45 degrees 
from your torso). I also like to have my clients 

do these on their knuckles, which helps to 
enforce straight wrists when benching. After 
they master this, we are able to set them up 
on the bench.

The Sling Shot is an elastic band that at-
taches around both arms above your elbows 
and helps to ingrain the “elbows tucked” 
technique. It’s almost impossible to bench 
with your elbows flared when you have the 
Sling Shot on. The Sling Shot’s elasticity also 
helps you get out of the bottom of your push-
up faster. I love doing these for plyometric 
push-ups or as part of a high-rep condition-
ing circuit.
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Cornell Hunt is a Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist in New 
Jersey who works with pro and amateur athletes. For more information, 
log on to MHPStrong.comor visit HuntForStrength.com.

Floor Presses
Exactly as the name implies, floor presses are 
bench presses performed while lying on the 
ground. Floor presses train you to get the bar 
off your chest faster. This exercise takes away 
the stretch reflex that accompanies a tradi-
tional bench press because your upper arms 
come to a dead stop once they touch the 
ground. If you can bring a weight down about 
three quarters of the way and press it up, but 
fail when you bring it all the way down, floor 
presses should become your friend. 

When I’m coaching lifters, I generally have 
them perform a slight pause at the floor as 
their elbows make contact with the ground. 
Not only does it separate the eccentric and 
concentric portions of the exercise, it’s a 
major safety issue. You don’t want to crash 
your elbows into the floor while holding a 
barbell or dumbbells in your hands. Make that 
mistake and you can forget about benching 
for a while!

Shoulder Prehab
Pressing places a lot of stress on the shoul-
ders, which is a delicate joint to begin with. 
Pressing too much can also have a negative 
impact on your postural health when your 
chest becomes so tight that it pulls your 
shoulders forward.

In order to effectively limit your risk of 
shoulder problems or posture issues, I recom-
mend pulling more than you push in the gym. 
A 1:2 ratio is usually a good rule to train by. 
That means for every pressing move you per-
form, you should perform two pulling move-
ments for your back and rear shoulders. This 
doesn’t have to be on the same day, but the 
ratio should guide your weekly training. Rows, 
pull-ups, lat pulldowns, and rear shoulder 
work will help to keep your shoulders healthy. 
Additionally, everyone who works with me 
performs at least 100 band pull-aparts before 
every bench press session. This is when you 
take a band, grab the ends and pull it apart 
until the band reaches your chest. Your rear 
delts will be on fire, but it’ll keep your chest 
and shoulders safe.

Tissue quality and elasticity of your tissues 
also play an important part in joint health. 
This is why you should always foam roll or, 
even better, roll a lacrosse ball across the 
key muscles that are being worked. Take five 
extra minutes before your workout and drive a 
lacrosse ball into your chest, shoulders, traps, 
and lats by lying on the floor or pressing into a 
wall with it. This will make sure muscle tissue 
doesn’t become too knotted and immobile. 

Warming up before a bench press session 
is an underrated occurrence. Most people 
walk over to the bench, do a few sets with the 
bar and a little weight, and then rush right 
into lifting heavy. Take the proper care and 
get your shoulders warmed up. Blackburns, 
band pull-aparts, scapula push-ups, scare-
crows, and even inverted rows are all good 
warm-up exercises to perform before bench-
ing. It only takes five additional minutes to 
make sure your strong benching days don’t 
end too soon. IM
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Two-Minute Drills By Eddie Avakoff, owner of Metroflex LBC

This highly effective conditioning tool packs a ton of work into one tight package 

F 
or some time now, members at Metroflex 
LBC have been practicing a workout 
combination known as “two-minute 
drills.” Each two-minute drill involves two 

parts: a pre-fatigue exercise followed by a 
muscle burn-out movement. 

“Pre-fatigue” means to perform an exercise 
to exhaust a specific muscle group before 
moving on to the primary movement (usually 
in that same muscle group). For example, 
you might pre-fatigue with quad extensions 
before performing squats (the primary move-
ment). With exhausted hamstrings, the squat 
becomes more challenging and the squat’s 
supporting muscles have to work harder. 

There are two different ways to approach 
the second movement, what I call the “burn-
out.”

The first is a compound movement pat-
tern, like a squat or a deadlift. An example 
of a pre-fatigue and burn-out combo with a 
compound movement is 40 hamstring curls 
(at a relatively mild weight—something you 
could complete all 40 reps in one set but will 
burn like hell on the last 10), followed by max 
reps deadlifts at a moderately heavy weight. 

Just that combo alone is brutal, but add-
ing a time cap makes it even more crippling. 
Let’s say that same exercise was under a 
two-minute time limit: Within 120 seconds, 
you must complete 40 hamstring curls at 60 
pounds, and complete max reps deadlift at 
250 pounds. 

Knowing there’s a two-minute time cap 
not only creates a sense of urgency but also 
offers a unique trade-off: The faster you 
complete part A (the pre-fatigue) the more 
time you will have for part B (the burn-out). 
However, the faster you complete part A, the 
more exhausted your muscles will feel. So 
lifting weight after part A will be difficult, to 
say the least. 

Muscular pre-fatigue can also be followed 
by a cardiovascular burn-out. At Metroflex 
LBC, we’ve developed a few classic two-min-
ute drills with devastating cardio burn-outs. 
(Perform with a two-minute time limit for 
each drill.)

1) Pre-fatigue: 45 air squats
Burn-out: Max distance Prowler push 

2) Pre-fatigue: 60 leg extensions
Burn-out: Max distance on Airdyne bike 

3) Pre-fatigue: 50 hamstring curls
Burn-out: Max distance on rower 

4) Pre-fatigue: 50 calf raises
Burn-out: Max distance on StairMaster  
or incline treadmill

As you can see, these drills can be taxing, 
especially to your central nervous system. 
Subsequently, performing only three or four 
of these drills might be sufficient for an entire 
day of training. Intensity is the key with these 
drills, and each two-minute interval can feel 
like an eternity while in the thick of it, leaving 
you exhausted by the end. 

Everyone is different, so judge how you 
feel after each set and call a stop when you 
feel like you need it. Every couple weeks of 
performing these drills should allow you to 
increase the set count, correlating to your 
improvement in work capacity and recovery 
from exertion. Some endurance athletes, 
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IntensIty Is the key 
wIth these drIlls,  
and each two-mInute 
Interval can feel lIke 
an eternIty Prowler push
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HYBRID TRAINING
who excel at long periods of work and require 
minimal recovery, are able to exceed 10 
rounds of this.

Another way you can modify the two-min-
ute drill is by changing the pre-fatigue move-
ment from something that directly exhausts 
the burn-out muscle to something that 
exhausts an antagonist muscle. For example, 
if we wanted to burn out with the rower (a 
hamstring-dominant movement), one would 
think to pre-fatigue with something like ham-
string curls (which technically, you could). 
However, rowing also offers a tremendous 
amount of hip extension with each rep. So 
instead of hitting the hamstrings, you would 
attack the hips and core instead. And instead 
of extension, we concentrically close the core 
through the means of sit-ups. Or even better, 
sit-ups on the glute-hamstring developer 
(GHD) machine, one of my favorite core 
exercises. For example:  

Pre-Fatigue:  35 GHD sit-ups
Burn-out: Max distance on the rower 

This demands a ton of dynamic range of mo-
tion in the hips and abdomen. You get nearly 
270 degrees of motion on the GHD sit-ups 
(assuming you’re going from the floor to your 
feet) and approximately 100 degrees of hip 
flexion during the row.

The anaerobic expenditure of this combo, 
mixed with two very dynamic directions of 
hip/core movement, along with all the ab-
dominal  muscles at play make this two-min-
ute drill an especially devastating combo. 

As you know, the term “anaerobic” implies 
that there is a work-rest relationship. So don’t 
be afraid to take a few minutes of rest after 
each drill. During the drill itself, effort should 
be all-out 100 percent. Then recover and 
repeat when ready. Taking a little extra rest to 
ensure a higher power output during the next 
round is well worth it. 

These drills can be extended up to three 
minutes or shortened down to 90 seconds. 
Don’t go any shorter or longer than that, as 
the goal is to keep the heart rate in the glyco-
lytic range.

These burn-outs will help spike your me-
tabolism, sending your body into a state of 
fat burning (assuming you abide by a decent 
diet). The cardio will improve vascularity, and 
the high volume of the exercise (rep count) 
will help with blood flow, thus producing 
size and definition. And while painful, these 
two-minute burn-outs are a great way to get 
your cardio out of the way without boring 
yourself on the treadmill. IM
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MetroFlex  
two-Minute Drills
Play around with programming your own two- 
minute drill. Mix and flip modalities for the best 
results. Pair traditional cardio with bodyweight 
exercises or barbell moves with anaerobic-style 
cardio such as sled pushes. Perform three to five 
of these drills (or more if your conditioning is  
top-notch), with two to three minutes of rest 
between each drill. Remember, each drill should 
be 100 percent all-out effort. 

Pre-fatigue: 50-yard Prowler push
Burn-out: Max rep back squats

Pre-fatigue: 50-yard Prowler push
Burn-out: Max rep deadlifts

Pre-fatigue: 20 deadlifts 
Burn-out: Max distance Prowler push

Pre-fatigue: 20 pull-ups 
Burn-out: Max distance on rower

Pre-fatigue: 50 sit-ups 
Burn-out: Max distance on rower

rower

Deadlift
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M
ia Finnegan was honored as the 
winner of the first-ever IFBB Fitness 
Olympia in 1995 and followed that 
up with a close second-place finish 

to Saryn Muldrow the next year. Wildly 
popular with fans all over the world, the 5’4”, 
128-pounder with the chiseled abs and sweet 
gymnastic moves onstage called it a night in 
1999 at the prime age of 33.

In January of that year, Mia and her 
husband, Ritch, quietly packed their bags, 
leaving their Altadena, California, digs for 
Rhode Island, where Mia was born and 
raised. 

“I was doing a lot of work on QVC, which 
is in Pennsylvania,” Mia said. “I was flying 
back four times a month. Then life came to 
a screeching halt when Ritch’s baby sister, 
Suzie, passed away on May 31, 1998. At that 
moment we realized life is precious and that 
our time here is short.

“We knew we wanted children, and with 
my crazy schedule, there was no time to have 
a family. Enough was enough. So within eight 
months of Suzie’s death, we moved back 
to Rhode Island, bought a home on a lake 
with three acres … and I became pregnant in 
February. We are both from large families. The 
majority of our siblings live in the Northeast.”

She gave birth to Noah in 1999 and 
conceived two more children—Margaret (aka 
Maggie) in 2002 and Eli in 2005. Noah is 
now 16, Maggie is 13, and Eli 10.

Ritch and Mia, both graduates 
of Springfield College (Springfield, 
Massachusetts), co-own Finneganfuel.com, 
an online fitness company specializing in 
personal training, sports conditioning, and 
nutrition and weight loss 

With their training and AdvoCare business 
booming (Ritch and Mia have been hugely 
successful AdvoCare distributors for several 
years), the couple decided to move back to 
Southern California—this time to Laguna 
Niguel—in 2014.

Recently, Mia was introduced to Tamra 
Judge, one of the cast members on The Real 
Housewives Of Orange County by a mutual 
friend, and Judge asked if Mia would help 
train her for a bikini competition.

“I had cut back from personal training in 
2014, but Tamra pulled me back into it,” Mia 
said. “We hit it off since day one; I told her 
no whining allowed, and now I help her rise 
above the chaos and kick her butt at her club, 
CUT Fitness, in Rancho Santa Margarita five 
days a week.”

Could Mia, who briefly came out of 
retirement to compete in the 2010 Fitness 
Olympia at the age of 43, be back onstage at 

this year’s Olympia come September?  After 
all, at 118 pounds these days, she carries 
the exact same amount of body fat—10 
percent—that she did when she won the 
inaugural show nearly 20 years ago. She 
trains five days a week and is on her bike at 
five o’clock every morning for an hour session 
of cardio.

“Ritch wants me to compete again 
because I will be turning 50 a month after the 
contest,” she laughs. “Yikes. Let’s just say, ‘No 
decision yet!’”

To contact Mia, log on to finneganfuel.com 
or write to her at miafinnegan@me.com.

The Finnegans (left to right): Ritch, Noah, Maggie, Eli, and Mia

Mia Finnegan after her 2010 comeback at Olympia

Mia Finnegan and Tamra Judge
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Catching Up With A Legend
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Isaac Hinds has been known as 
one of the better photographers 
in the industry for more than 
a decade, but he recently 
earned the title of Senior Brand 
Manager—Specialty Channel at 
Cytosport, Inc.

The co-creator of Hardbodies.
com with Yogi Avidan, Hinds 
moved from his Greenwood 
Village, Colorado, condo to 
Walnut Creek, California, after the 
first of the year.

I caught up with Hinds at 
the Los Angeles FitExpo in 
January, where he joined the 
company’s event coordinator, 
Stephanie Madrid in handing 
out free samples of their famous 
MuscleMilk product.

Bodybuilding icons Phil Heath, 
Jay Cutler, Lou Ferrigno, Rich 
Gaspari, and Shawn Ray took 
questions from the fans at a star-
studded seminar on the same 
stage as the Iron Man Naturally a 
day after the contest.

And when the folks in the 
seats were too shy to fire away, I 
threw in some questions of my 
own in moderating the event. 

Ferrigno told the crowd he would 
have won the Mr. Olympia “four 
or five times” if the opportunity to 
play The Hulk never materialized. 
Gaspari talked about being a 
sponsor at every FitExpo since 
the event began in 2004. Heath, 
who will be looking for his sixth 
consecutive Sandow this year, 
shared some of his training tips.

Cutler looked like he could 

come out of retirement in a 
heartbeat—but diffused any 
hopes that might take place. Ray 
told the audience how television 
cameras were at his Eastvale, 
California,  home “14 hours 
a day” when the reality show 
Raising Asia was filmed in the 
summer of 2014. The show, for 
those who didn’t watch, centered 
on Ray’s then-eight-year-old 

daughter, Asia Monet, in her 
quest to be the “next Beyonce.”

Flex Wheeler was also 
scheduled to appear on the 
panel, but due to health issues 
had to pass on the fun event. 
Ferrigno actually had to leave 
the discussion 15 minutes early; 
he was set to film a Wendy’s 
commercial that night in Kansas 
City, Kansas.
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“Moving to Northern 
California was big change for 
me after 15 years in the Denver 
area, but I wanted a change 
in my professional career, and 
Cytosport is a brand I’ve always 
trusted and respected. I’ll still be 
shooting photos, just not in the 
pit,” Hinds said.

Hinds lost his father a year 
ago October; he had a massive 
heart attack and was in ICU when 
he turned 60. “Needless to say, 
that made me reevaluate a lot 
of things,” Hinds said. “ I was 
reminded that life is short and 
you never know when your time 
is up, so do what you love and be 
willing to step out of your comfort 
zone.”

Movin’ On Up

Superstar Sunday Seminar

Isaac Hinds and Stephanie Madrid

(Left to right) Lou Ferrigno, Rich Gaspari, Phil Heath, Jay Cutler, and Shawn Ray.
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As usual, the 2016 NPC Iron  
Man Naturally was perhaps  
the most attended event at the  
Los Angeles FitExpo, held at the 
Los Angeles Convention Center 
on the weekend of January 23 
and 24.

Bada Lekan, a powerful, 
symmetrical 5’9”, 205-pounder 
from Tujunga, California, by 
way of Nigeria, took the Men’s 
Heavyweight division, besting a 
shredded Jim Clifford.  He then 
went on to outmuscle amazing 
56-year-old Loren Dyck to win 
the Overall.  Despite the loss, 
Dyck had a great day, winning the 
Open Lightweight class, and both 
the 40+ and the 50+ divisions 
before falling to the new-age 
“Nigerian Nightmare” in the 
Overall. Thumbs up to Lekan and 
Dyck, the latter 30 years younger 
and 50 pounds lighter than his 
opponent.

Mike Arteaga won the Novice 
category.

In Men’s Physique, Anthony 
Kurup of San Diego took both 
the C Division and the Overall, 
where he defeated Division A 
champion Takeshi Kanemoto 
and Division B winner and close 
friend Luis Maciel in a tough 
battle.

Kanemoto also picked up a 
first-place trophy in the Novice 
A class, but again missed out on 
the Overall—this time to Division 
B winner John Wendt.

In Women’s Physique, a 
40-year difference separated 
Charlisa Villar and Sue Bray. 
However, the 5’8”, 128-pound 
Bray didn’t let that intimidate 
her as she went pose for 
pose against her 18-year-old 
opponent (yes, folks, Bray is 

58). Villar, a 5’3”, 118-pounder 
from Shoreline, Washington, 
eventually was declared the 
winner and also finished second 
in her class in Figure. I predict 
much success for this impressive 
young lady not too far down  
the road.

In the Figure competition, 
Melyssa Wacker came down 
from Northern California 
(Sacramento) to display her 5’4”, 

125-pound body into a class 
win in Division A, then bested 
Division B victor Grace Marlin in 
the Overall balloting. 

In Bikini, local standout Evina 
Luna, a 5’10”, 130-pounder, 
first took Class D, then topped 
a strong field of class winners—
Lene Alexandra (A), Corrina 
Bailey (B), and Zoey Zorigt 
(C)—to nab the Overall crown. 
Bailey, a 5’4”, 115-pounder, had 

an auspicious debut by adding 
the Novice Overall title to her 
résumé as the Class A winner 
out-pointed class winners Zorigt 
(B) and Katelyn Brown (C).

In the Masters 35+ division, 
Victoria Gusto, a 5’4”, 
125-pounder out of Henderson, 
Nevada, defeated Roxanne 
DePalma to take home the  
first-place award.
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Bada Lekan

(Left to right) Kanemoto, Bailey, Wacker, Lekan, Luna, Kurup, and Gusto

Evina Luna

Zoey Zorigt

Charlisa Villar



To contact Lonnie Teper 
about material possibly 
pertinent to News & 
Views, write to 1613 
Chelsea Road, #266, 
San Marino, CA 91108, or 
send e-mail to  
tepernews@aol.com. 
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So the topic of “Who’s the best 
bodybuilder never to win the Olympia” 
surfaces from time to time. My pick has 
always been Wheeler. Now how about the 
best Figure competitor never to win at the 
annual Big Dance in Las Vegas?

My choice is Gina Aliotti, who won 
the Figure International at the Arnold in 
2008, and finished with the silver medal 
at the 2007, 2008, and 2009 Figure 
Olympia. After the last Olympia, at 25, she 
announced her competition days were 
over.

“I retired because I was getting married,” 
Aliotti said at her Devotion Nutrition 
booth at the FitExpo. “I wanted to give 
my all to my husband, Michael [Silva]. 
He’s a fireman for the San Diego City Fire 
Department. He’s my rock … an amazing 
husband and father.”

Aliotti, who has two children—David, 3, 
and Nicolette, 1—is by no means retired 
from the industry, however. Aliotti and 
Dana Lynn Kaye, who went to Aliotti for 
posing and presentation lessons about 
10 years ago, stayed in close contact and 
later joined forces to establish Devotion 
Nutrition. 

Now 31, Aliotti says it’s unlikely she’ll 
ever don the posing suit again. “I think 
that ship has sailed,” she said. “As a full-
time working mom of two kids, running 
both Gina Aliotti Fitness and now with 
Devotion Nutrition, life is pretty crazy.

“At this time my heart is in helping 
others with their fitness goals and putting 
my heart into Devotion, showing people 
how fun and tasty clean eating can really 
be. Placing second three years in a row at 
the Olympia and winning the Arnold was 
quite an honor.”

Aliotti, who is 5’5” and competed 
at 130, said, “Knowing that I gave my 
heart and soul into each contest prep 
and bringing my best package has been 
satisfying in itself for me. I will never say 
never [with regards to getting onstage 
again], but at this time I have all I can 
handle focusing on other areas of 
business and life.”

Sad news hit the bodybuilding 
community in late January with the 
passing of Jim Morris. The former Mr. 
America and Masters Olympia Over 
60 champion was 80. Morris, who 
was Elton John’s bodyguard from 
1974 to 1988, became a vegetarian at 

50 and transitioned to vegan over the 
next 15 years. 

For those of us who knew Jim, the 
theme was always the same: great 
physique, great guy. We all know 
you’ll be pumping iron in the sky.

R.I.P. IM

Gina Aliotti:  
Still In The Game

Jim Morris R.I.P.
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Gina Aliotti and Dana Lynn Kaye Aliotti with children Nicolette and David
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The Ultimate West Coast Fit Lifestyle
62,000 fitness fans converge on the LA Convention Center to enjoy the ultimate fitness weekend
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I
ron Man Magazine was created 80 years 
ago by Peary and Mabel Rader with  
enthusiasm born of personal experi-
ence, and they became evangelists for 

the transformative powers of the barbell 
and much more. They were preaching a 
lifestyle long before the word was a part of 
the popular lexicon. To this day, Iron Man’s 
purpose is to inform, inspire, and facilitate 
the transformation of its readers.

TheFitExpo Los Angeles has grown from 
its humble beginnings featuring the IFBB 
Iron Man Pro Bodybuilding Champion-
ships and just a few booths to become the 
premier consumer expo on the West Coast 
focused on the fitness lifestyle. As I moved 
through the capacity crowd, I felt their 
energy and enthusiasm. It was like being 
at a concert but with spectators also being 
participants. They were seeking what we all 
seek: information, inspiration, and trans-
formation. One of the wonderful things 
about physical culture is that it is a lifelong 
activity that evolves. Goals change, but the 
need to be inspired never does.

Inspiration can spring from many sourc-
es: It can be meeting a superstar in your 
sport or attending a seminar by an expert. 
Simply by being in a room with people who 
share your interest pumps up your want, 
which as Arnold has said, “precedes will!” 
Watching a competitive event can fuel 
your want. There is nothing better than 
seeing others successfully compete to 
expand your personal vision and maybe 
rewrite your own possibilities!

By John Balik
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Presents:

Present:

For full details and ticket information, visit
TheFitExpo.com

and

May 27–28, 2016

June 25–26, 2016



IM
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TheFitExpo gives you the opportunity to participate infor-
mally with group exercise classes, compete in TheFitEx-
po’s Best Bodyparts and Max Reps competitions, or even 
try the Esquire Network’s “Team Ninja Warrior” Warped 
Wall Challenge. The many organized competitive events 
cover the spectrum of what physical culture is today. The-
FitExpo LA is an unequaled smorgasbord of competitive 
events: NPC bodybuilding, figure, physique, bikini, power 
lifting, strong man, martial arts, arm wrestling, calisthen-
ics, Gracie jiu-jitsu, kickboxing, and functional fitness.
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August 27–28, 2016

October 8–9, 2016
For full details and ticket information, visit

TheFitExpo.com
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No description can match actually tasting 
a product. One person’s deliciousness is 
another’s “meh”! TheFitExpo is a unique 
opportunity to sample many products 
and make your own taste decisions. Many 
people attend TheFitExpo simply because 
of this opportunity to not only taste the 
product and get samples, but also to speak 
with one with the people who create and 
endorse the products. No amount of 
social media can replace this very personal 
experience. Back to my concert analogy: 
You may have the best sound system in 
the world at home, but it is not the same 
as being there! Part of this immersion in an 
everything-physical culture is the seren-
dipity of experiencing an activity or prod-
uct that you were completely unaware of. 
Sports nutrition is a fast-moving science 
that is always discovering something new 
and useful, and TheFitExpo brings you the 
latest information. If you spent any time at 
the Healthy Living Pavilion, you received 
an abundance of information to enhance 
your physical-culture lifestyle.

Some of the most compelling events 
are the seminars and panel discussions 
ranging from the Superstars Of Bodybuild-
ing to the stars of the Perfect Physique  
and the Females Of Fitness. The combi-
nation of celebrity, expert information, and 
the chance to ask first-person questions  
cover our need for inspiration and  
information. IM
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Presents:

January 7–8, 2017
For full details and ticket information, visit

TheFitExpo.com
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Time Is On Your Side By Alexander Juan Antonio Cortes

What can a twentysomething fitness expert learn at one of the preeminent  
anti-aging seminars in the country? You’ll be surprised. 

I
’m in West Palm beach, Florida, attend-
ing the first seminar of S.O.A.R. (Serious 
Optimal Anti-Aging Regimen). I quickly 
realize this is more than about “fitness,” 

as the presentation I’m listening to goes far 
beyond lifting, diet, or any other stereotypical 
associations with modern gym culture. 

“Comparison is the thief of all joy. And 
asking ‘why?’ gets you nowhere. You have to 
live your life based on what you can do, and 
do it. If you can, then it can be done. Argu-
ments against this are excuses, not reasons,” 
Monica Diaz says. 

Diaz is a founding member and speaker 
for S.O.A.R., which is comprised of a unique 
group of health and lifestyle enhancement 
specialists. Co-creator Dr. Brett Osborn is 
a highly accomplished neurosurgeon. His 
presence gives S.O.A.R. its medically backed 
credibility. Jay Campbell, who helped create  
S.O.A.R. along with Osborn, is an author, 
testosterone replacement expert, and creator 
of Fabulously Fit Over 40. His wife, Diaz, is 
a successful real estate professional and 
physique competitor. A decorated Navy SEAL 
veteran, Ray “Cash” Care, teaches the warrior 
mindset. The team is rounded out with Jim 
Brown, a longtime bodybuilder and veteran 
personal trainer and health consultant, and 
former elite track and field athlete Melissa 
Hankins. 

Together, they present a comprehensive 
strategy on the maintenance and revital-
ization of the body, mind, and spirit. The 
weekend moves between informational 
presentations, to hands-on training in the 
weight room, to individual medical consulta-
tions with Dr. Osborn. The depth and breadth 
of the knowledge and experience in the room 
is so far beyond “bro-style” fitness, it’s like 
comparing tic-tac-toe to sudoku. 

So why am I at S.O.A.R.? I’m 26 years old, 
and the people around me, who are almost 
exclusively Dr. Osborn’s patients, average 
40 years of age. But considering the current 
state of society, how can I not care about 
aging? The estimated life span for millennials 
is lower than Generation X, the first time in 
over a century that one generation is predict-
ed to die sooner than the prior one. Testos-
terone levels in men have been dropping 
for 40 years. Estrogen has risen, alongside 
depression, anxiety, and the prescribing of 
psychiatric drugs. Obesity and diabetes are 
national health epidemics. 

By societal standards, though, I’m in 
excellent health. I lift weights and do cardio 
seven days a week. I eat lean protein, vegeta-
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ANTI-AGING

bles, and healthy fats. My bloodwork shows 
that my hormones, cholesterol, inflamma-
tion, and insulin sensitivity are all within the 
high-optimal range. I’m not at S.O.A.R. to 
learn how to eat and lift weights, though; I’m 
here to gain perspective on how to live so 
that aging is simply a passage of time, not a 
decline of life. 
 
You Become What You Believe  
Yourself to Be
From the current generation of millennials to 
aging baby boomers, society is as unhealthy 
as it’s ever been. Clearly “diet and exercise” is 
not the answer to such a complex problem, 
although it is part of the equation.

Ray Cash talks of Warrior Mindset, a way 
to control your emotions and performance 
during stressful situations. He speaks of 
setting obtainable goals, of facing fears, of 
thinking on target. His presentation is all 
action, all practicality, how to optimize your 
thinking to be the most effective version of 
yourself. Is this anti-aging? Considering the 
physical health Ray is in, how his mentality 
has shaped his physicality—he is com-
bat-ready at any given moment and has 
trained himself mentally and physically to  
a razor’s edge—this is, without question, 
about anti-aging. 

As I listen to another presentation, this 
one on mobility and joint health, presented 
by Jim Brown, the common theme contin-
ues. S.O.A.R. is not a seminar about sets and 
reps and the externals of “health,” although 
that is part of it. S.O.A.R. embodies a far larg-
er, more intricate concept. Dr. Osborn is as 
lean as any physique model, and his move-
ment and demeanor speak volumes. He’s 
a neurosurgeon and an author, and his “get 
serious” mentality (also the title of his book) 
is pervasive in everything he does—from the 
way he shakes my hand to how he addresses 
his patients. 

S.O.A.R.  is unique in that it presents a 
convergence approach to aging. It’s the men-
tality, combined with the physical. The team 
doesn’t talk about their muscles or their abs. 
They don’t talk diet or food. Rather, all of their 
concerns center upon one central theme: 

“How can I improve my quality of living? 
And how do I need to think to do that?”

In the fitness industry, mindset is rarely ad-
dressed as something that can be shaped or 
trained. Mindset is defined as the established 
attitudes and belief you hold. But in practice, 
it is the paradigm in which you make all of 
your decisions, from the internal emotions 
you feel to the external actions you take. How 
does one change their mindset then? From 
the S.O.A.R. experience, I took four founda-
tional principles that can be applied.  

1. Mindset Is Awareness
Your perspective on your current life, abilities, 
job, and relationships is the true director of 
your life. If you desire change, if you want to 
improve, your perspective must shift first. You 
must be self-aware, for you cannot improve 
or take action on something that you are not 
aware of in the first place. Learning must be 
objective and constant for your mindset to 
always be evolving 
 
2. Everything Is Your Fault 
All of it. Everything in your life is because of 
you. This is not punitive, this is empowering. 
If your life is amazing, you get the credit. If it 
sucks, it’s your responsibility. But that means 
you can change it. To disavow anything is to 
be powerless and to have no control. If you 
believe that your life is an outcome of every-
thing that you’ve ever done, then it can be 
anything you want.  
 
3. You Have All The Power You Need 
The time you have on Earth will not be lived 
for you by someone else. It is yours, and 
yours alone. For your life to have value, you 
must believe unquestionably that that value 
is self-created. Your existence, your life, it 
will never be held in higher regard by anyone 
other than yourself. If you believe that your 
power over your life is complete, then there is 
only one thing left to do.  
 
4. Action Over Everything Else 
Desire doesn’t mean anything if its never 
fulfilled. Motivation is useless if unused. The 
shape of your life is created by what you do 
and have done, nothing else. Life, legacy, and 
the living of it thereof is grounded in action. 
Without action, nothing exists but “I wish.” 
And “I wish” will be forgotten. What you do in 
reality, though, that is everlasting. 

If you apply these principles, what is the 
outcome? Your time, your life, will always be 
valuable. Aging, then, will not just be a pro-
cess of mitigating breakdown, but rather a 
constructive experience of always becoming 
more than who you were prior. And it’s never 
too soon, nor too late, to start applying these 
lessons. Time is going to pass by anyway. The 
choice is yours. IM 

All of TheIr coNcerNs  
ceNTer upoN oNe  
ceNTrAl Theme: 
“how cAN I Improve  
my quAlITy of lIvING? 
ANd how do I Need To 
ThINk To do ThAT?”
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Hide The Legs
Hide Yamagishi’s leg workout probably scared all 
the Physique guys away from doing Classic Physique. 
Hide is a badass and his leg day is sick. Thanks for 
the serious hardcore bodybuilding-style workout. 
—Jimmy L., via e-mail

Editor’s note: Take a look at the legs on Craig 
Capurso on page 70 of this issue. It doesn’t look like 
Craig is scared of leg workouts in the slightest, and 
he’s a “Physique guy.” 

READERS’ LETTERSIM THE FINAL WORD

Now We’re Cooking
I loved the profile on Steve 
Cook. It’s interesting to 
know that Physique ath-
letes can have long and 
profitable careers even 
when they don’t place well 
in shows, or when they 
don’t compete at all! Steve 
seems like a guy who has 
the talent to cross over 
and do well for himself.
—Drew C., via e-mail
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Victory And Da Feet
Thanks for the great January 
issue of Iron Man. The article 
on “Crazy Abs” and photos 
were great! Please show 
more barefoot bodybuilders 
(male) working out bare-
foot. May I suggest leg curls, 
leg extensions, presses, and 
seated and standing calf 
raises. Thanks again!
—Anonymous, via mail

Editor’s note: Um … you’re 
welcome?

@chriscormier2@aspenskog

@cellyfi t@fatosalbyrkk

@kickass_karianne@heede

@gknkosar@swedishalex
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